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Foreword

The assessment and management of risk in mental health services is a major focus of policy at present, as it has been for most of the last decade. This monograph describes both the development of a risk assessment tool for mental health services, the FACE Risk Profile; and its use to explore the nature of judgements and perceptions of risk. The Risk Profile is itself in part a response to policy imperatives. However, in presenting the tool, the thinking behind it and some data, this monograph also tries to identify some of the practical and technical barriers to effective risk assessment and management; to identify where there are opportunities for taking a different and perhaps more fertile approach; to clarify some of the conceptual issues; and to identify areas where the issues are ill-understood and (considerably) more evidence is required.

One of the worst aspects of modern ‘blame culture’ and the defensive approach to risk is that it tends to encourage premature closure – an implicit assumption that either we must already know most of what can be known or that resources do not provide any scope for us to enhance our knowledge – and so the best we can do is to review the evidence such as it is, pick out the key variables and build assessment tools around them. The result is a narrowness of focus: on process rather than on outcomes; on what could, should, or might have been done in an individual case rather than the management of risk across an organisation; on ‘research’ without full consideration of the meaning of the data; or on covering ones back rather than building the future.

In developing the FACE Risk Profile we tried to do something more than tick the right boxes: to develop something that is useful and can provide a solid basis for effectively managing risk. However, we also wanted to develop a tool that could generate new knowledge and understanding about risk, one which could help improve and inform clinical practice. The tool is now widely used across the UK, with many Trusts having used the tool for many years. This provides some evidence that we have to some extent achieved our first objective.

We did not expect the number of complex and sometimes surprising findings that the data uncovered. As well as confirming belief in the value of a ‘learning health system’ we hope that what we have found will inspire others, whether researchers or clinicians, to further investigate this important, fascinating and surprisingly unexplored area.
1  Risk Assessment in Mental Health

According to modern policy documents, ‘risk assessment and risk management is at the heart of effective mental health practice’ (Department of Health 2000 (p.23)). Common agreed risk assessment and risk management process ‘is a feature of a truly integrated system of care’. A key component of a health and social assessment therefore needs to be a ‘risk assessment’, capable of recording risk in a standard form and able to support both the effective clinical management of risk and the communication of risk to the different professionals and agencies involved in delivering care. This chapter therefore examines the literature on assessment of risk in mental health services, with the emphasis on identifying methodological and content issues relating to the design of a tool for routine use.

The review itself is in four parts. The first two sections briefly review the literature on risk to self and risk to others in people with mental illness, focusing on the most extreme risks: risk of suicide and homicide. The third section focuses on the question of prediction. The fourth section reviews some of the risk assessment tools currently in use. Finally, the review is used to generate a set of requirements which should ideally be met by a risk assessment tool for use in routine practice.

1.1  Suicide and risk to self

Approximately 1000 service users per year in the UK commit suicide having been in contact with mental health services the week before death (Appleby et al 1999). There is good data on the characteristics of these individuals, collected by the National Confidential Inquiry into Suicide and Homicide by People with Mental Illness, which was established in 1992. The inquiry received notification of over 10,000 suicides and analysed data on about 2000 people in contact with mental health services in the year prior to suicide. About two thirds of the suicides in the mental health population were male and the median age was 41. Forty-one percent lived alone (ibid.).

The inquiry confirmed previous findings that high suicide rates in mental health service users are associated with acute episodes of illness, recent hospital discharge, social factors such as living alone, and clinical features such as drug or alcohol misuse and non-fatal self-harm. The two most common clinical diagnoses were affective disorder (including depression and bipolar) (42%), and schizophrenia (21%). Personality disorder (11%) and drug or alcohol dependence (13%) also featured. About half the service users had a clinical history going back >5 years. About two thirds had a previous history of self-harm, about one fifth had a history of violence, two fifths had a history of alcohol misuse and a quarter a history of drug misuse. About 25% had a history of non-compliance with care in the month before suicide (e.g. unplanned discharge) (Appleby et al 1999).

The data from the confidential inquiry is supplemented helpfully by a number of more clinically-oriented studies. Morgan and Stanton (1997) compared service users who had died through suicide either while receiving in-patient care or within two months of discharge from hospital, with a similar series reported 10 years previously. Clinicians’ perceptions of service users’ behaviour were compared with concurrent controls. Service users in the more recent study were younger, more often male, and a greater proportion had been discharged from in-patient status. Issues that complicated risk assessment
include short-lasting misleading clinical improvements, variability in degree of distress, and a reluctance to discuss suicidal ideas. Over a range of perceived behaviours it was not possible to distinguish suicides from controls. Suicidal behaviours, including the writing of suicide notes and specific plans, did not permit accurate distinction of those service users at risk of suicide. They therefore concluded that in assessing suicide risk paramount importance should be attached to monitoring suicidal ideation and addressing the hazards that might complicate this procedure.

In the American managed care context, Hall et al reviewed risk factors for suicide in 100 service users who made severe suicide attempts (Hall et al 1999). They found that severe anxiety, panic attacks, a depressed mood, a diagnosis of major affective disorder, recent loss of an interpersonal relationship, recent abuse of alcohol or illicit substances coupled with feelings of hopelessness, helplessness, worthlessness, global or partial insomnia, anhedonia, inability to maintain a job, and the recent onset of impulsive behaviour were ‘excellent’ predictors of suicidal behaviour. The presence of a specific suicide plan or suicide note was not, confirming Morgan and Stanton’s earlier finding.

Stanton and Morgan also noted that short-term clinical improvements could provide a misleading guide to risk of suicide. This assertion is perhaps supported by the finding of Appleby et al that at final contact with mental health services, the risk of suicide was considered to have been either absent or low in 84% of cases by clinicians (p.1238). Both findings suggest the possibility that clinicians sometimes place too great an emphasis on current mental state as the key predictor of future behaviour. However, since most cases of suicide occur when risk is not apparent, the data could also be taken to indicate that where risk is apparent, clinicians are generally good at taking preventive action. At a practical level, it is plausible that such factors as the concealment of suicidal ideation by service users determined to act would result in risk not being apparent. Thus depending upon the point of view taken, the same data can be interpreted in opposite directions.

The literature thus identifies a range of demographic, historical, clinical, behavioural, social and service-related characteristics that appear to be associated with suicide, all of which would be natural candidates for inclusion within a clinical risk assessment tool. Assessment of suicide risk needs to place the correct emphasis upon, respectively, current factors and historical factors; and ideation as opposed to behaviours. Indeed, the potential value of accurate assessment is highlighted by the finding of the confidential inquiry that mental health teams regarded one in five suicides as preventable. In three fifths of cases, teams were able to specify at least one measure that could have reduced risk, most commonly measures to improve service user compliance (29%) and closer supervision (26%). It is unclear what weight to attach to such observations, however, because whilst looking retrospectively at a single case it might appear that it would have been relatively straightforward to take additional measures, across the whole clinical caseload being managed by the team at that time it might not have been realistic to undertake additional measures for all service users with similar presentation. In practice, clinicians tend to be very busy so additional resources are allocated based upon perceived clinical priority. Were cases with perceived low risk, and therefore low priority, to be provided with additional input then resources could be stretched past breaking point. More needs to be known, therefore, about the frequency of presentation of suicide risk in routine practice for an informed judgement to be made about how many cases could in fact be prevented.
Finally, suicide is the most extreme example of a wide range of behaviours which can result in self-harm, including both behaviours deliberately aimed at self-harm, such as parasuicide and self-cutting; behaviours of omission, such as self-neglect; and other potentially self-harmful behaviour such as substance misuse, eating disorders and promiscuity. Risk assessment cannot afford to ignore such behaviours. Thus although policy is clear on the need for risk assessment, and national policy also targets a reduction in suicide rates, it is far from clear that the two policies are complementary. One of the challenges of a risk assessment tool is therefore to cover a broad range of risks to self, whilst maintaining an adequate focus on suicide prevention.

1.2 Homicide and risk to others

Taylor and Gunn (1999) analysed the data on homicides between 1957 and 1995 and showed that the homicide rate involving people with a mental disorder since the policy of community care was implemented has remained constant at about 40 per year – a finding in marked contrast to the media attention given to the most distressing cases.

Good data on homicide cases involving people with mental illness derives from two sources. First, in 1994, The Department of Health decided that in cases of homicide an independent inquiry should always be held (NHS Executive 1994). The findings of such inquiries were published and are freely available. Munro and Rumgay (1997) analysed 40 cases of homicide covered by such enquiries and concluded that (according to the inquiry panels) ‘improved risk assessment would have identified 11 of the cases and the homicides could have been prevented in only nine of them. Seventeen other deaths could have been prevented if professionals had responded more efficiently to signs that the service users were relapsing, although they gave no clear signs that their illness would include violent behaviour on this occasion’.

A second major data source is the confidential inquiry, which examined 718 homicide convictions occurring notified between April 1996 and November 1997 (Shaw et al 1999). The majority were young, male, single and unemployed. About two fifths were living alone. About one in seven of the perpetrators had been in contact with mental health services in their lifetime. The 71 individuals judged to be suffering from a mental disorder at the time of homicide were similar in most respects to the broader perpetrator population. They differed in being slightly younger (median age 27 rather than 34) and drugs or alcohol were less likely to have contributed to the offence. They were also considerably less likely to murder a stranger (7% compared to 25%). Immediate risk was thought to be absent or low at last contact in about nine in ten cases. Mental health teams regarded only 12% of cases as preventable, although in 40 cases measures were specified that could have reduced risk, notably measures to ensure better compliance with treatment.

The findings of the confidential inquiry and the conclusions from the national enquiries therefore present somewhat of a contrast: the latter finding a relatively small proportion of cases to be preventable whilst the former suggests that nearly two thirds (albeit of a very different type of sample) were preventable.

Homicides are, of course, at one end of a spectrum of behaviours that result in harm to others, ranging from relatively minor assaults to others resulting in serious harm but not death. The concept of ‘risk to others’ is therefore far broader than that of homicide. It follows that the aim of minimising risk to others is far broader than that of homicide.
prevention. This distinction has practical implications since it cannot be assumed that measures designed to minimise risk to others will also reduce risk of homicide or vice versa. For example, given that resources are limited, it is conceivable that a broad focus on minimisation of risk to others could reduce incidents of harm to others whilst simultaneously increasing homicides by virtue of deflecting resources away from the most high-risk individuals.

A related issue is the question of how to conceptualise ‘dangerousness’. The fact that some individuals are plainly a menace does not mean that ‘dangerousness’ is a general attribute of individuals, possessed in higher or lower doses. The Sinclair Report (Lingham, Candy and Bray, 1996) used the image of a ‘ladder of dangerousness’ up and down which a service user may move. This is a seductive image, but one which avoids key questions such as whether everyone moves up and down the same ladder and whether everyone’s ladder includes a rung marked ‘homicide’. Indeed, one of the problems with the concept of dangerousness is the implication of a continuum along which individuals can move or be placed. In practice, the likelihood of an incident involving harm to others may be a product of a complex interaction between social, clinical and environmental variables. A study by Swanson et al (1998) illustrates the complexity of risk to others in routine mental health services. They examined the determinants of violent behaviour in a sample of 331 adults with severe mental disorders in community-based treatment. They found that amongst lower functioning service users, higher frequency of social contact with family and friends was found to be significantly associated with risk of violence, whereas amongst the better functioning population, frequent social contact was associated with lower risk of violence and greater satisfaction with relationships. They therefore concluded that ‘social contact may be a mixed blessing for SMI individuals. For some, it signals a positive quality of life, but for others--particularly those with extreme psychiatric impairment--frequent contact may add to conflict, stress, and increased potential and opportunity for physical violence. The impact of psychiatric impairment on violent behaviour cannot be known in isolation, but must be considered in a social context. Effective community-based strategies to anticipate and prevent violence in the lives of persons with severe mental illness must take into account such interactions between social and clinical variables’.

Notwithstanding such complexities, apparently in response to a number of high profile cases of homicide, over the past ten years national policy in the UK has shifted in the direction of attempting to focus on the targeting of those posing most risk – a trend which has been consistently criticised by professionals who have argued that resources would be better directed at improving the overall quality of care for all (Eastman 1997). The policy requirement of ‘agreed risk assessment and risk management process’ is conveniently silent as to which objective it is intended to meet: is it to minimise risk to others and/or to reduce preventable homicides by people with a mental illness? Is it assumed that these (potentially conflicting) objectives are one and the same or is the aim simply to be able to say ‘we did our best’ when the inevitable happens? Policy, as ever, appears to be a meld of all these motivations. At a practical level, paralleling the conclusion of the previous discussion on suicide and risk to self, one of the challenges of a risk assessment tool must be to reflect this complexity: to maintain the right balance between coverage of a broad range of behaviours resulting in risk to others whilst maintaining an adequate focus on homicide prevention – at the same time as attempting to ensure that even if things do go wrong, at least the basics were covered.
1.3 Prediction

It is natural to consider to what extent future risk behaviour, whether directed at self or others, may be predicted from knowledge of past and current behaviour. To date, the predictiveness of rating scales has been disappointing – which is either an argument for developing better scales or for a different approach, depending upon one’s point of view. Menzies, Webster, McMain et al. (1994, p.25) evaluated the predictive validity of two rating scales with disappointing results, leading them to conclude that ‘the objective of a standardised, reliable, generalisable set of criteria for dangerousness predictions, in law and in mental health, is still an elusive and distant objective’.

Empirical studies to improve predictiveness face many methodological difficulties, summarised by Monahan: ‘Four methodological problems have especially plagued actuarial research on the assessment of the potential of the mentally disordered for violence: inadequacy of cues or factors chosen to forecast whether violence will occur, inability to determine the extent of violence within the population studied, limited applicability of research designs used to validate risk factors, and failure to coordinate research efforts in the field’ (Monahan 1996, p.7). The most problematic of these is probably determining the extent of violence within the population studied, since derivation of an accurate estimate would require that intervention be withheld from people perceived to be at risk of violence in order to ascertain whether in fact the predicted violence occurs. Only thus would it be possible to assess with precision how predictive known risk factors are of future behaviour. This has obvious legal and ethical objections a corollary of which is that it may never be possible to know how many incidents are being prevented by the timely intervention of mental health professionals based upon their assessment of risk. This is possibly less of an obstacle in relation to suicide risk, given the known high base mortality rates amongst populations with certain diagnoses, such as schizophrenia (10% lifetime risk of suicide) and depression (15% lifetime risk of suicide) (Morgan and Owen 1990).

Even if such methodological difficulties were overcome, there remains the problem of demonstrating the utility of actuarial solutions in routine service contexts, as opposed to those contexts such as forensic services where in-depth risk assessment is a sine qua non of clinical practice. Obvious difficulties are the acceptability to clinicians of actuarial predictions on those occasions when they appear to be at variance with clinical judgement and the feasibility of implementing such procedures in routine practice given heavy workloads, variable staff skills mix and resource shortages. However, probably the key question is whether actuarial solutions can tell clinicians something they don’t know already. Subjectively, service users may be divided into three groups: those who clearly do not pose a risk, those who clearly do pose a risk and those for whom the level of risk is unclear. For an actuarial solution to be of significant clinical utility it must be accurately predictive for the middle group, those where the clinical decision on risk is unclear. Otherwise, all the actuarial tool will do is confirm what is already self-evident – an admirable attribute but unlikely to be compelling given the cost of routine use. In the same way, a weather forecasting service would be of limited interest if it was only able to accurately forecast rain when an imminent downpour was obvious to anyone looking out of the window or paying attention to everyday signs of change in the weather. What

---

1 This might include service users where clinicians did not agree on perceived risk, service users for whom it is known that clinical judgements are poorly predictive (see McNeil et al 2000).
we want from the weather forecast is accurate prediction of that which we could not otherwise predict from informed observation. This is a tall order (at least as applied to risk) and it remains to be seen whether actuarial tools will ever achieve this goal.

Even if the dream of prediction is never fulfilled there are still important lessons to be learnt from the actuarial literature. One of the main arguments in favour of actuarial tools is that they are better predictors than clinical judgement, perhaps because they are less influenced by present circumstantial factors. McNeil and Binder (1995) evaluated the accuracy of physicians’ assessment of likelihood that 226 in-service users would physically attack someone during the first week of admission. Service users with psychotic disorders and mania were most likely to be accurately (positively) predicted. They concluded that whilst clinicians can accurately classify the potential for violence in the majority of service users at admission, there were nevertheless systematic errors that characterised inaccurate risk assessment, such as over-emphasis on gender or ethnicity.

The latter finding has to be qualified by the later finding of McNeil et al (1998) that the greater the confidence of clinicians in their risk assessment, the greater the predictive accuracy of that assessment: ‘when clinicians had a high degree of confidence, their evaluations of risk of violence were strongly associated with whether or not service users became violent. At moderate levels of confidence, clinicians’ risk estimates had a lower, but still substantial relationship with the later occurrence of violence. However, when clinicians had low confidence, their assessments of potential for violence had little relationship to whether or not the service users became violent’. In similar vein, McNeil et al (2000) found that the higher the level of agreement between clinicians on risk, the more accurate the prediction.

In sum, few would argue with the conclusion of Allen (1997) that ‘actuarial indicators need to be supported by structured thorough clinical investigation’. Similarly, Ferris et al (1997) summarising a comprehensive review of the MEDLINE and PSYCHINFO databases, concluded that ‘research shows that risk assessments do have validity for use in short-term prediction and that it is possible to develop clinical guidelines in this area. A combined clinical and research approach holds the most promise for improving the accuracy of probability estimates, and most published guides and tools rely on such a combination’. ‘Hedge your bets’ would seem to be the recommended strategy.

1.4 Tools in use

This section briefly reviews a number of risk assessment tools widely referred to in the literature and also in routine use in at least some mental health settings. The focus is on issues related to potential routine use, rather than on whether they are useful in the more specialist forensic contexts from which they have generally emerged. The majority of the tools referred to also tend to focus on risk to others rather than risk to self.

One of the longest-established tools is Hare’s Psychopathy Checklist (Hare 1980). Dolan and Doyle (2000) concluded that the tool appears to be a key predictor of violent recidivism in a variety of settings. However, Hare’s checklist has a strong forensic emphasis, emphasising poor behavioural control, forensic history and pathological personality traits with a particular focus on psychopathy and narcissistic personality traits. Whilst it has obvious relevance to forensic psychiatric contexts it is inappropriate for conventional secondary mental health services.
In order to overcome the methodological deficiencies of previous actuarial approaches, Monahan et al embarked upon a series of studies resulting in the production of a tool designed for routine clinical use, the Iteration Classification Tree (Monahan et al (2000)). This claims to restrict the risk factors used to generate the actuarial tool to those ‘capable of being routinely assessed in clinical practice’. It also uses more sophisticated statistical techniques than simple regression to generate the prediction. However, the authors warn that it can be time and resource intensive to administer. The reported algorithm classifies newly-discharged service users into three groups based on a set of 106 ‘clinically-feasible’ risk factors, a number that is perhaps stretching the concept of clinical feasibility. The clinical utility of the measure is hard to evaluate. The three groups are low risk, high risk and unclassified. Of those placed in the high risk group, just over half committed a violent act in the next several months compared to about 5% of the low risk group and 25% of the unclassified group. Without knowing what proportion of the high risk group would have been classified as such by clinicians, it is difficult to assess what added value the tool is providing. Furthermore, the fact that a quarter of the unclassified group also committed acts of violence suggests that classification in this group is also a reasonable indicator of risk. Were clinicians to classify both ‘high risk’ and ‘unclassified’ groups as requiring special risk management measures then about half the total sample would fall into this category. From a preventive perspective this is not terribly helpful, since clinicians cannot prioritise half their caseload. The practical question is therefore who should the clinicians focus on in order to prevent as many of the most serious incidents as possible? Unless the tool can be refined to be predictive of, for example, the more serious acts of violence, there is a danger that its predictiveness will be statistically impressive but with limited utility from a preventive perspective.

The HCR-20 (Douglas et al 1999) is a 20-item checklist to assess the risk for future violent behaviour in criminal and psychiatric populations. Items were chosen based on a comprehensive review of the literature and input from experienced forensic clinicians. The HCR-20 includes variables which capture relevant past, present, and future considerations and use of the tool is described as an important first step in the risk assessment process. A manual provides information about how and when to conduct violence risk assessments, research on which the basic risk factors are based, and key questions to address when making judgements about risk. Violence is defined as “actual, attempted, or threatened harm to a person or persons”. The professional who completes the HCR-20 Coding Sheet must first determine the presence or absence of each of the 20 risk factors according to three levels of certainty (i.e. Absent, Possibly Present, Definitely Present). In some settings, responsibility for the assessment may be divided among several different professionals. The 20 items are divided into three sections: 10 Historical Items (previous violence, age at first violent offence, family and vocational background, etc.), 5 Clinical Items (current symptomatology and psychosocial adjustment), 5 Risk Management Items (release and treatment plan, necessary services and support).

The HCR-20 has generated a substantial research literature and is widely used, at least in forensic contexts. For example, Douglas et al (1999) used both the Psychopathy Checklist and the HCR-20 and found that HCR-20 subscales were moderately predictive of violence in community follow-up of service users over an average period of about two years. Its main disadvantages for routine use are its lack of coverage of risk to self and the breadth of its categories, many practitioners preferring more specific questions.
RAMAS, the Risk Assessment, Management and Audit System is perhaps better tailored to routine use in mental health services (O'Rourke (1995), O'Rourke, Hammond and Davies (1997)). The original RAMAS comprised a 66-item checklist of indicators derived from the clinical and research literature. This checklist has subsequently been extended to 83 items (O'Rourke and Hammond 2000). The RAMAS factors are more specific than the HCR-20, which is advantageous. RAMAS has also been used to generate an interesting psychometric model which allocates the items to one of three scales: the Dangerousness scale, the Mental Instability scale and the Self Harm scale. These scales have been shown to have reasonable internal consistency and there is evidence that the RAMAS scales relate to both subjective clinical judgement and the presenting problem of the service user. However, as the authors admit, the correlations are somewhat lower than might have been hoped: the correlation between clinical judgement and dangerousness score was 0.51, mental instability score 0.24 and self-harm score 0.28. This highlights a practical dilemma: if a scoring system is used then a practical problem is going to arise whenever the score conflicts with the clinician’s judgement. Clinicians are potentially placed in an invidious position: if they act on their judgement then they could be accused of ignoring the score generated by a validated measure; whilst the alternative of overriding their judgement and acting on the basis of the score is likely to be even less palatable. There is a sense in which judgements of risk can be said to comprise two distinct judgements. The first judgement concerns whether or not there is a significant risk. The second judgement is concerned with a more precise understanding of the nature of that risk and of exactly what actions should or should not follow. It is plausible that clinicians will find score-based, normative tools more acceptable in the latter context, where they are attempting to make a complex decision and where any additional information is helpful. One response might be to say that in case of conflict further consideration should be given and special care taken over the correct course of action. However, it remains to be demonstrated that this conflict between idiographic and normative approaches can be satisfactorily resolved when idiographic thinking is so fundamental to clinical practice. One practical effect of this conflict is likely to be reluctance on the part of practitioners to take up score-based risk assessment systems, at least as a first-line tool.

In sum, all the tools reviewed have disadvantages when considered as potential first-line risk assessment tools for routine mental health practice. Paradoxically, it is often those features that in more specialist contexts would appear to be strengths (comprehensiveness, depth, complexity, scoring algorithms) that make them poor candidates for routine use. Furthermore, none of the tools include idiographic information. It is perfectly possible to record idiographic data in a standardised way. For example, risk factors such as ‘recurrence of circumstances previously associated with risk behaviour’ or ‘occurrence of early warning signs of relapse’ are not included, presumably because they would refer to different actual circumstances or relapse signatures for different individuals. However, from a practical viewpoint such factors are highly relevant to clinical judgements but they are unlikely to be picked out by the standard research strategy of sifting through the literature for relevant predictors.

There is therefore a need for tools which can sit more easily with routine practice: that can facilitate and support risk assessment and risk management but which take better account of the individual’s circumstances and history and are better integrated with naturally occurring clinical processes.
2 Developing a Tool: The Infometric Approach

There are two fundamentally different strategies to the development of tools for routine use.

The first strategy is to use the standard development methodology used in research contexts but with a view to ensuring that the resulting tools are economical to use and generic in content. Recognising that tools developed for research purposes do not lend themselves to routine use, there has been a move in the direction of briefer, broader and easy to administer tools, the view being that if tools are brief enough and generic enough then they will be usable in routine practice. This approach has been referred to as ‘clinometric’ (Wright & Feinstein, 1992). ‘It recognises that ‘today’s new opportunities to measure health status routinely and on a large scale demand the best compromise between traditionally defined psychometric elegance and the new standard of feasibility and practicality’ (Stewart et al., 1992). Two well-known examples of such tools in general use are the SF-36 and HoNOS (Wing, Curtis and Beevor 1996). In the Risk context the HCR-20 or RAMAS are examples of this tradition.

Whilst the modified research-based development strategy can result in relatively brief generic tools, there is little evidence that this paradigm leads naturally to tools that gain widespread acceptance as part of routine practice. This is not surprising if one considers the implicit context assumed by research tools. In essence, research tools pre-suppose a context where:

- The data is collected regardless of practical exigencies such as the hustle and bustle of day-to-day practice.
- The assessors are fully trained in use of the tool.
- The assessors are highly motivated to complete the tool in full.
- There is a long interval between data collection and any results/feedback from the data.
- It is not necessary to monitor day-to-day fluctuations in state.
- The tool is not to be used to support day-to-day practical decisions.
- The tool is not to be used as a means of sharing information... etc.

Tools that are the product of these assumptions may be reasonably rigorous from a particular theoretical perspective but are frequently experienced as rigid and impractical. To take a simple example of a practical difficulty, most research-based tools do not provide scope for free text recording of the individual details of risk factors identified for clinical purposes. Hence the practitioner is immediately faced with having to have two parallel recording systems in order to summarise the results of a single assessment. Nor do research tools include scope for the recording of risk management plans. Hence a further document is required for this purpose. So before you know it the risk assessment tool that was to be at the heart of routine practice has become an appendage to the ‘real’ clinical documentation. The practical benefit of a core document that could be a day-to-day focus of multi-professional practice and communication is lost.
However, the problems with the 'research' approach go beyond mere 'practical' difficulties in their use. The underlying assumptions can also lead to psychometrically inappropriate design. For example, from a research perspective if Variable A is highly predictive of risk and Variable B is equally predictive of risk but Variable A and Variable B are highly correlated then there is usually no statistical advantage in including Variable B in a tool. Hence tools tend to be abbreviated to the minimum possible set of data items. However, in practice this is true only if near-100% data collection of Variable A is guaranteed; and/or if measurement of Variable A is very accurate. If neither of these assumptions can be taken for granted it would be more psychometrically sensitive to build in a degree of redundancy and collect both Variable A and Variable B.²

Assessment tools are shaped, whether consciously or unconsciously, by the context in which they evolve. If the aim is to design a tool for a particular context, such as routine use in secondary mental health services, the optimal approach is likely to be to design a tool based upon an analysis of the characteristics of that context, rather than hope that methods that were developed for a quite different context can simply be modified to suit the new one. The effect of adopting an inappropriate methodology is likely to be to arrive at a tool that looks like it might be usable but in fact struggles to find acceptance. There is an important distinction between tools that aren’t too much of a nuisance to use routinely if you have to, and tools that are an integrated part of routine practice. If risk assessment is truly to be a cornerstone of good practice, what is required is the latter.

### 2.1 The Infometric Approach

The alternative approach is to begin with an analysis of the context of routine practice, the processes that occur and the data that is in any event collected and on this basis design a tool which both fits the clinical context and which also has sufficiently robust psychometric properties. This approach we refer to as the ‘infometric approach’ since it aims to help routinely-collected data become information with measurement properties. The ‘infometric’ approach combines the principles underlying the development of information tools with those underlying the development of psychometric tools, hence the hybrid term ‘infometric’. Such an approach must of course take advantage of what the research literature tells us are important characteristics to look out for, but this is merely one component of the design, and even here research findings need to be filtered through the prism of everyday practice. More broadly, the key features of the infometric approach are that it:

- Follows the naturally-occurring clinical process.
- Integrates recording and measurement.
- Integrates with the service context.
- Provides information feedback.

Based upon application of the above to risk assessment, it is possible to develop a requirements analysis for the design of a risk assessment tool.

---

² This is a separate point to the more obvious one that there may be good clinical reasons for collecting both A and B. For example, ability to wash independently and ability to dress independently are highly correlated but this does mean that an OT or nurse only assesses one and not the other.
2.2 Requirements analysis

The key requirements identified are as follows:

1) First, any tool needs to be brief and easy to complete by practitioners with a wide range of skills and experience.

2) The content of the tool should reflect the breadth of factors relevant to risk to self and to others. The literature reviewed focuses on the ‘sharp end’ of risk, that is homicides and suicides, as these are the areas of greatest concern from both clinical and research perspectives. Nevertheless, the factors that need to be covered by risk assessment in routine practice are much broader. The concept of ‘risk to others’ includes not just risk of homicide but risk of violence to others (whether homicidal in intent or otherwise), risk of physical abuse of others and even risk of emotional abuse. Similarly, the concept of risk to self includes not just risk of suicide but risk relating to other forms of deliberate self-harm, for example cutting and self-mutilation, as well as risk arising out of reckless behaviour or severe self-neglect. The tool therefore needs to cover all key risk factors. Such risk factors may be either historical or reflected in the person’s current state.

3) Risk assessment begins as part of the standard process of clinical and social assessment. In many cases it is evident that there is little or no risk; whilst in other cases risk is a major feature of the presentation. A tool needs to cope with both eventualities. Additionally, the contents of the risk assessment should complement other assessment tools being used.

4) Where it is apparent that there is a potential risk, the severity and nature of the risk needs to be clearly identified and communicated to others involved with the person’s care. Central to this is the clinical judgement of risk. Clinical practice is based upon the application of clinical judgement deriving both from the mental health evidence base and the professional experience of the practitioners themselves. Clinical judgement is pivotal to clinical practice. This centrality of clinical judgement needs to be taken on board both in relation to the content of a tool (e.g. pitching the judgements made at a similar level to the judgements made in practice, rather than making them too global) and in the tool’s psychometric design (building in the capability to examine the relationship between risk factors and clinical judgement). The judgement of risk should be based upon a considered judgement that takes into account the risk factors and warning signs identified. However, in line with the concept of supporting existing processes rather than inventing new ones, the tool should not determine how the practitioner interacts with the service user in determining the presence or absence of risk factors, this being left to the professional training of the practitioner.

5) Recording and measurement need to be integrated. The clinical recording of information is usually done in case notes using handwritten free text and has the benefit of capturing the richness and individuality of the person and their specific circumstances.

---

3 The literature in general focuses on one or the other. A Medline search on risk assessment and psychiatry from the years 1995 to 2002 did not find a single paper (out of 200) that reviewed both risk to self and risk to others. From a scientific point of view this brings with it the danger that the relationship between risk to self and risk to others is not being adequately explored.

4 The infometric approach thus relies on clinical judgement in a way that, for example, a research instrument may not, since the latter may, for example, include a standardised interview format that could be used to collect data by anyone with suitable training in the instrument. Such questions are explored in Part 2.
Measurement function has features which are typically lacking in clinical recording: a measurement tool selects key features; it describes them in a succinct and standardised way that can be understood by all with training in the use of the tool; it describes those features in a manner that is easy to communicate to others and which enables comparison between one person and another. Finally, measurement tools lend themselves to easy computerisation – a major advantage as information technology moves towards the development of computerised clinical information systems. Thus what is required is a single tool which is both usefully descriptive of the person and capable of fulfilling measurement functions.

6) Where it is apparent that there is a potential risk, plans or interventions need to be put in place to address them. These need to be recorded and easily accessible.

7) The resource implications of any plans or interventions need to be balanced against the resource availability for the service setting in which the risk is presenting. This implies the need for a normative component in tool design – enabling comparison of an individual with other service users.

8) The demands of multi-professional and multi-agency working require that the information collected during assessment be summarised in a form that can be easily communicated to others involved and easily accessed as circumstances require.

9) The tool should potentially support the development of team- or agency-wide risk management strategies as well as individual risk management.

10) The tool should include a measure of ‘risk outcome’ so that when suitably updated it is possible to explore the characteristics of service users with differing risk outcomes.
3 The FACE Risk Profile

This section describes the main features of FACE Risk Profile. The tool is designed to supplement use of either local assessment/CPA documentation or the FACE Triage, Core or Health and Social Assessment for those service users for whom significant risk to self or others is suspected. Initial description of the tool is followed by commentary on a number of key aspects, indicating key considerations that underpin the design.

3.1 Description of the tool

The Risk Profile occupies a single sheet of paper (two double-sided sheets of A4, folded down the middle). The information recorded divides into the following categories:

Front sheet

This records:

- Administrative data: name of service user, ID no, contact details of care co-ordinator, etc.
- Known previous history of significant risk behaviour?
- Involvement in serious incident or ‘near miss’ in past three months.
- Proneness to relapse.
- Checklist of persons potentially at risk (staff, family member, general public etc.).

Page 2

Page 2 comprises a detailed Warning Signs & Risk Factors Checklist. Factors are grouped under five headings: Clinical symptoms indicative of risk, Behaviour indicative of risk, Treatment and care-related indicators, Forensic history, Personal circumstances indicative of risk. Separate columns of boxes ask the user to indicate whether there is a Risk History related to each item or whether the item is present as a Current Warning Sign. In order to avoid mindless ticking of boxes, the user is able to answer Yes or No at the heading level to these questions. Only if the answer is ‘yes’, e.g. ‘Yes’ there is a history of behaviour indicative of risk, does the user complete the relevant section in detail. The time frame for presence of Current Warning Signs is within the past month.

Page 3

Descriptive Account. This includes:

- Checklist identifying person(s) at risk. The user is asked to tick as appropriate a list including: self, partner/spouse, parent, child, staff member, general public, general public, group, other.
- Space for free text description of Current Warning Signs and Risk History.
Relapse and Risk Management Plan.

This final part of the Risk Profile is designed to summarise steps to be taken in the event of relapse or signs of relapse; and/or to minimise risk where risk has been identified or suspected. The Relapse and Risk Management Plan contains four sections:

- **Steps to be taken if service user fails to attend or meet other commitments.** A checklist of possible actions is provided and space provided for free text details.

- **Target signs, symptoms, and behaviour suggestive of possible risk/relapse.** This space is used to record key behavioural, symptomatic or circumstantial changes that give cause for raised concern about relapse or risk. For example, if a service user has become violent when a relationship has ended; or relapsed when the key worker was away; or reported certain symptoms prior to relapse, these are recorded here.

- **Action to be taken in the event of relapse/risk.**

  This section is used to record precise details of what should be done in the event of relapse or perceived likely occurrence of risk, including details of the action(s), how immediate action should be, rationale for the plan, who should be notified, etc.

- **Buffers against Risk.** This final section records actions, people and circumstances that in the past have been associated with successful containment and management of risk, including both specific actions, e.g. contained with increased medication and general factors, e.g. ’seems happiest when in regular contact with brother’.

### 3.2 Content

Generation of the checklist of risk factors and current warning signs took account of reviews of the literature, policy and other guidance produced by national bodies and factors identified by other instruments. The views of a range of practitioners were sought in seeking to minimise the length of the checklist, the aim being to maximise practical utility without omission of key factors.

Within the Risk Profile only those factors that are most directly indicative of risk are included. More detailed assessment of areas such as severity of symptomatology, physical well-being and disability or interpersonal functioning are assumed to be undertaken in context of the person’s broader assessment, with only key indicators recorded in the Risk Profile.

In some instances items have been included that have not been used in previous tools. For example, one important contributory factor consistently identified in enquiries has been poor documentation of risk by professionals involved in care and poor communication of the identified risk to others involved with that service user (e.g. Ritchie et al 1994). A frequent charge made by relatives of those involved in incidents has also been that warnings by relatives or others close to the service user were ignored by clinical staff. For this reason, the factor ’concern expressed by others’ was included.
An important feature of the checklist is the inclusion of idiographic factors, albeit expressed in standard terms. Two such factors are: ‘Early warning signs of relapse’, and ‘Recurrence of circumstances associated with risk behaviour’. These are trying to tap into the triggers of risk behaviour in a manner that is more sensitive than ticking a list of objective factors.

In other instances, items were excluded either due to infrequency of occurrence or because they were felt to be difficult to assess routinely, especially at initial assessment (e.g. items with a strong psychological component such as ‘denial of problems’, and ‘unrealistic expectations’; low IQ, excluded partly for lack of acceptability and partly due not being routinely assessed and ‘organic’ items such as head injury and learning disability).

### 3.3 The risk status rating scale

The development of a rating scale for the recording of judgements of risk was the most sensitive aspect of the development process. Many clinicians are uncomfortable with the concept of rating risk since they feel it may imply an ability to predict or a depth of knowledge of the service user that may not be present. An initial draft rating scale of ‘low, medium or high’ risk was therefore rejected. The disadvantage of the ‘low, medium, high’ approach was similarly reported by the developers of RAMAS themselves, in that they found that it was not completed by one third of respondents. They reported that staff did not feel competent to make a judgement of risk without input from other colleagues and that they were concerned that an imprecise view was registered on a service user form (Hammond & O’ Rourke 1997).

In view of the initial problems the risk scale was replaced by a version of the tool that did not explicitly ask for the recording of such judgements. This too, however, was regarded as inadequate and self-defeating: what was the point of a Risk Profile that did not record judgements of current risk? As a consequence, an alternative approach to production of a rating scale was attempted, which proved far more acceptable to clinicians. This was to anchor the points of the rating scale against practical decisions required in the course of clinical practice, e.g. a clinician has to decide whether immediate action is required in order to reduce risk. Based upon this principle, each level of risk rating is linked to a course of action appropriate to that level:

- **0=No apparent risk.** No history or warning signs indicative of risk.
- **1=Low apparent risk.** No current behaviour indicative of risk but person’s history and/or warning signs indicate the possible presence of risk. Necessary level of screening/vigilance covered by standard care plan, i.e. no special risk prevention measures or risk management plan are required.
- **2=Significant risk.** The person’s history and condition indicate the presence of risk and this is considered to be a significant issue at present, i.e. a risk management plan is to be drawn up as part of their care plan.
- **3=Serious apparent risk.** Circumstances are such that a risk management plan should be/has been drawn up and implemented.
**4=Serious and imminent risk.** Person’s history and condition indicate the presence of risk and this is considered imminent, e.g. evidence of preparatory acts. In these circumstances highest clinical priority should be given to risk prevention.

In making the ratings of risk, clinicians may therefore use the same thought processes as those that go into the clinical decision as to what course of action is required.

A person may be given a positive risk rating in more than one risk category. In making the rating, users are instructed to take into account the following in making judgements of current status: severity of behaviour, regardless of intent; intention; level of impulsiveness in the service user’s behaviour; frequency and duration of the behaviour in question; history, especially recent but also more distant behaviour; imminence of the behaviour. Inter-rater agreement on judgements of risk status appears to be high, at least in settings where service users are well-known to staff.

### 3.4 Use of the tool

The Risk Profile is designed for routine use in mental health services, rather than as a research instrument or a formalised assessment procedure. It is designed to support and supplement clinical practice, not modify it. As the training manual states ‘the evaluation, prediction and management of risk will almost certainly require consideration of other information collected as part of the more general clinical and social assessment, and possibly through the completion of specialist assessments (e.g. of personality, attitudes and beliefs, self-esteem, self-control and impulsivity, intellectual function and organic impairment, interpersonal and social circumstances, etc.).’

The Risk Profile is not designed as a structured interview and does not dictate the way in which the assessment is carried out, this being left to the practitioner’s discretion. Although the items covered may serve as a useful ‘aide-mémoire’ in relation to types of risk factor, the Profile is intended only to be used to record information collected through reasonable and practical enquiry (for example, inspection of any available letter of referral or case notes, the completion of a sensitive clinical interview with the service user and significant others, etc.).

### 3.5 Order of completion

The basic approach to completion of the Risk Profile is as follows:

1) Determine whether the person has a history of significant risk behaviour or whether there are any obvious current indications of risk.

2) If the answer is ‘No’ to both questions in 1) then complete page 1 only.

3) If the answer is ‘Yes’ to either of the questions specified in 1) then complete Page 2 (the checklist of risk factors and warning signs) and Page 3 (the associated descriptive account).

4) Having completed pages 2 and 3, complete the judgements of risk on page 1.

5) Complete the Risk management plan on page 4.

There are a couple of important points here. First, the tool is designed so it can be used universally across mental health services. However, there is no point in insisting that
A detailed risk assessment be undertaken with literally every service user. Assessment should be proportionate to need. The procedure above enables a certain level of risk assessment to be completed and documented without forcing practitioners through an excessively lengthy procedure.

Secondly, the basic aim of the procedure is to ensure that practitioners have taken full account of past and present risk factors when making their judgements of risk. Hence, pages 2 and 3 should be completed before the judgements of risk. At the same time, however, the front page is designed as an at-a-glance summary of the findings of the risk assessment. It is extremely useful to be able to see a summary of risk status, persons at risk, previous involvement in serious incidents, etc. without having to browse through a detailed document. Additionally, the front sheet may be used as a data sheet for electronic recording (many services send off a copy of the front sheet only for entry onto a central risk register and keep the full document in the casenotes for reference). Thus, whilst at first sight it may seem slightly confusing that the front page is not completed first, there are sound practical reasons for the design.

### 3.6 Training procedure

Training tools are provided with the tool. These include detailed instructions relating to completion of each section of the Profile, standardised vignettes of sample service users with completed ‘gold scores’ for both checklist items and risk status items, and sets of ‘prompts’ that may be used to elicit specific items of information in the clinical context. A typical training session lasts about half a day and includes introduction to the tool and approach, completion of a standardised vignette followed by discussion and feedback. Trainers may be trained in a day.

Training also covers broader issues relating to use of the tool. For example, there is often anxiety about the making of judgements of risk. The user is instructed that judgements should be made on the basis of such reasonable assessment and enquiry as it has been possible to complete. This statement recognises that clinical, ethical and practical requirements are such that it is often either impractical or inappropriate to gain a conclusive answer to all items before making the clinical judgement as to whether there is a perceived risk. The assessor is only expected to have made such enquiry as would appear to be appropriate to the clinical context: this is a clinical judgement of comparable complexity to many other clinical judgements made routinely. Thus if someone presents with a relatively straightforward phobia or social problem it will obviously be inappropriate to enquire at great length over risk history – a few screening questions would usually suffice. Similarly, it may be impossible to gain all the relevant information from someone in an acutely distressed or florid state.

### 3.7 Involving service users

One of the broader benefits that might be hoped for from introduction of a standard risk recording procedure is enhanced communication, at least between practitioners and ideally also between practitioners and service users. In an interesting qualitative study, Edwards et al (1998) concluded that ‘the standardization of the language of risk was felt to have potential benefit in making professionals consistent in their appreciation of risks and communication with each other. Between professionals and service users, standardized language was thought inappropriate or insufficient because of contextual variation in communication and interpretation of risk information by service users.’
In developing the Risk Profile a decision had to be made as to whether to attempt to develop a tool whose language was as transparent to service users as to practitioners. In the event, this was attempted to a limited degree only, for two reasons. First, time and resources made establishing the necessary consultation process difficult. Secondly, and most importantly, practitioner anxiety concerning risk assessment is so high that it seemed a risky undertaking to attempt to modify language to enhance acceptability in such a sensitive area. What was done instead was to try to minimise the use of professional language without compromising clinical requirements.

Having done this there was some concern that users would find the explicit use of such terms as 'Risk of physical harm to others', or 'Command hallucinations' off-putting. In fact, however, local consultation with user groups received such favourable feedback that service user representatives became involved in both local and national training in use of the tool. Rather than being put off by explicit language, users seem positive about 'calling a spade a spade' and the tool’s holistic inclusion of personal circumstances and the service user’s and carer’s perspective has also been praised.

### 3.8 Data considerations

The Risk Profile can generate data which:

(i) Enables description of the patterns of naturally-occurring risk factors and levels of risk in a clinical population.

(ii) Enables exploration of the characteristics of judgements of risk and the relationship between the presence of risk factors and those judgements.

(iii) Enables exploration of issues relating prediction and judgements of risk.

(iv) Enables monitoring of changes in risk status.

Thus, as well as supporting day-to-day clinical practice with individuals, the tool is a potentially rich data source which can be used both to explore key issues relating to risk such as prediction and the nature of clinical judgements; and to inform broader risk management strategies; and also to inform further development of the tool itself.

Use of the data to support such exploration forms the next part of this paper.
4 The Data

This section presents some initial data collected using the Risk Profile. The majority of the data were collected in the context of a national audit project based at the British Psychological Society’s Centre for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness at University College, London and funded by the Department of Health’s National Centre for Health Outcomes Development (Clifford 2001). This involved collection of data on a sample of service users in both in-patient and community mental health settings across 25 UK mental health services.

4.1 Dataset

The measures used included descriptive variables and other tools described below:

Registration and Background Dataset

This included basic details such as age, gender, housing and economic status as well as brief details of history of contact with mental health services, details of current episode and chronicity of illness.

The Health and Social Assessment

This is designed to provide a comprehensive assessment of Health and Social functioning in the following domains:

- Psychological well-being
- Physical well-being
- Activities of daily living
- Interpersonal relationships
- Social circumstances
- Family and informal carers
- Risk
- Response to care

The Health and Social Assessment includes two scaled global judgements of risk, referred to as ‘Risk to self’ and ‘Risk to others’ which use the same scale as the Risk Profile. This data is included in some of the analysis.

How Are You?

This brief questionnaire asks the service user to report upon their quality of life and mental and physical well-being (Clifford et al 2005). It covers all FACE assessment domains and has been validated against the practitioner-based FACE assessment tools.

4.2 Site selection

The sites were self-selecting in that choice of participation was dependent upon the sites themselves volunteering following a publicity mailshot. Sixteen sites supplied the data presented below.

4.3 Data collection requirements

All sites were asked to collect the Registration and Background data and Risk Profile data on a minimum of 50 service users. The Risk Profile was repeated in some cases but this was not mandatory.
Sites were permitted to collect data on:

(i) New service users.

(ii) Existing service users coming up for review.

The Background dataset permitted distinction between ‘new’ service users and others already on the practitioners’ caseloads.

Use of How Are You? was optional.

4.4 Demographic characteristics of the population

The sample reported upon comprises 497 service users included in the National Outcomes Audit of Severe Mental Illness.

Risk Profile data was actually collected on nearly 800 service users but the smaller sample is focused upon in the analysis as this subset also had complete data on other relevant datasets, such as the Health and Social Assessment and How Are You?

There were 218 women and 279 men in the sample. The sample had an average age of 33.4yrs (s.d. 23yrs).

Four hundred and forty-four service users were of White-British or White-Irish origin (89.3%), 16 ((3.2%) were Black-Caribbean or Black-African and 12 (2.4%) were of Asian origin. Five percent were rated as ‘Other’.

About 25% (124) of the population lived alone, 22% lived with their partner or spouse, 13.5% lived with their parents and 6.0% lived with their children only. The majority of the remainder (28.4%) were either in long-stay hospital or supported accommodation.

Fifty-three percent of the sample were single, 21% married or cohabiting and 22% divorced, separated or widowed.

4.5 Clinical and service characteristics

The service users were receiving care in a range of in-patient and community settings as shown in Table 1 below. The sample typically had chronic mental health difficulties, with nearly three fifths of the population having had mental health difficulties for five years or more and less than 15% having had difficulties for less than one year.
Table 1: Location of risk-assessed service users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service setting</th>
<th>N=</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-patient</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive care ward/Secure unit</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-stay ward</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation ward</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day hospital</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-patient department/CMHC</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported accommodation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP Premises</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Diagnosis

Table 2 shows the diagnostic breakdown on the sample. By far the most common diagnosis was Schizophrenia (35.6%) followed by Depression (18.7%).

Table 2: Primary diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>N=</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizoaffective disorders</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroses/anxiety disorders</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder/mania</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute psychosis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other mood disorder</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia with substance misuse</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other schizophrenic type disorder</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol and drug misuse</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No diagnosis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-psychiatric disorder</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported/not known/not assessed</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7 Reference group

All service users were assigned to one of two ‘reference groups’ for purposes of analysis and benchmarking. The two reference groups are referred to as ‘SMI’ (severe mental illness) and CMH (common mental health problems). This process used an algorithm that takes into account both diagnosis and clinical and social characteristics of service users. The algorithm has been shown to have high agreement with practitioner assignment to reference group; and to result in far higher rates of allocation than use of diagnosis alone (diagnosis is often not recorded). The distinction between SMI and CMH reference groups has been shown to be fundamental to the analysis of clinical data (Clifford 2003). It differentiates service users on a very wide range of health and social variables; outcome measures; and both style and level of response to self-report measures (ibid.).

Three hundred and ten service users belonged to the SMI reference group and 187 belonged to the CMH reference group. Within the SMI reference group the most common diagnosis was Schizophrenia (n=177). Within the CMH group the most common diagnosis was Depression (n=78).
5 Psychometric Properties of the Risk Profile

This section presents some basic psychometric data on the Risk Profile.

5.1 Internal consistency of risk domains

Analysis was undertaken of the internal consistency of the items classified within risk sub-domains used to classify risk factors and current warning signs in the Risk Profile. The results are shown in Table 3 below, which shows the Cronbach’s alphas for the items as classified under the headings within the questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Internal consistency of Risk Profile domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N=497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical risk indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural risk indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment-related risk indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic risk indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal circumstances indicative of risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All alphas are satisfactory, confirming that the classification is psychometrically satisfactory as well as conceptually reasonable.

An alternative approach to grouping the factors was also explored, classifying the items according to whether they related primarily to risk to self or risk to others. In a number of cases (e.g. concern expressed by others) this was not possible and the item was included within both groups. Classification in this way also permitted comparison with another established tool in this area, the RAMAS (O’Rourke, 1995). The results, shown in Table 4, show that classification in this way results in higher Cronbach alphas of around 0.9, these alphas being slightly higher than the comparable alphas for the RAMAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Internal consistency of Risk Profile domains classified by self and others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N=497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items relating to harm to others (all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items relating to harm to others (historical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items relating to harm to others (clinical and behavioural only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items relating to self-harm (all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items relating to self-harm (historical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items relating to self-harm (clinical and behavioural only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The raised alphas are at least in part a function of the greater number of items and thus do not necessarily reflect an enhanced method of classification. Nevertheless, the results suggest that classification in this way may be helpful in, for example, generating separate sub-scores for risk to self and risk to others. However, at a practical level further consideration would need to be given to the issue of overlap of risk factors and the related question of the extent to which risks to self and to others can be clearly separated. This question is further explored in Chapter 7.

5.2 Validity of the Risk Profile

The validity of the Risk Profile was assessed in a variety of ways, described below.

Face validity

The Profile was derived from both a review of the literature and wide consultation with representatives of all mental health professions. This, coupled to the fact that clinicians were willing to use the instrument to summarise a considerable number of assessments are suggestive of reasonable face and content validity.

Criterion validity

Criterion validity was examined during the process of constructing sample case descriptions for training purposes. Professionals who had completed the Risk Profile were interviewed about their judgements of risk status and asked to explain what aspect of the service user they were considering in making a judgement of, say, serious risk to others. These answers were recorded and presented back (blind) to a group of five professionals. Out of 10 descriptions generated the group agreed in 92% of cases that the description related to those items nominated by the original assessor.

Construct validity

Construct validity was examined by comparing sub-groups of service users differentiated on diagnostic or service criteria which would be expected to predict different patterns of risk scores. For example, it would be expected that service users suffering from depressive disorders would score more highly on items relating to self-harm than service users suffering from anxiety disorders. Using this procedure a number of simple hypotheses were confirmed (p<0.01):

- In-service users scored more highly on all items than out-service users.
- In samples of in-service users and out-service users matched for severity of psychotic symptoms, in-service users scored more highly on problems related to self-harm or harm to others.
- Service users with a diagnosis of schizophrenia scored more highly on items related to psychotic symptoms.
- Service users with a diagnosis of depression scored more highly on items related to depressed mood, poor self-esteem, self-harm and psychosomatic symptoms.
- Service users on higher tiers of the Care Programme Approach scored more highly on items relating to self-harm and harm to others.
Concurrent validity

The Risk Profile scores were correlated with domain scores and items scores on the FACE Health and Social Assessment (Table 5). All correlations shown were statistically significant at the 0.01 level.

### Table 5: Correlation between Risk Profile domain scores and Health and Social assessment axes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N=497</th>
<th>Psychological</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Mental health</th>
<th>Inter-personal</th>
<th>ADLs</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk status</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors total</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic involvement</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal circs</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self now</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others now</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As would be expected, the correlations were highest in relation to the Psychological domain, which includes items on current severity of behaviour. If the Psychological axis is broken down into separate behaviour and symptom sub-scores, then risk status correlates about 0.7 with the behaviour sub-score and only around 0.4 with the ‘mental health’ sub-score which focuses on severity of symptoms. The question of the nature of judgements of risk is explored more thoroughly in the following chapter.

All other Risk Profile domains correlated with all other Health and Social Assessment domains in the range 0.3-0.4 except for Forensic involvement which did not correlate significantly with any of the Health and Social assessment domains.

### 5.3 Overall level of risk

The question whether it is meaningful or useful to talk about an overall risk score is an important one, since it has potential practical implications for both clinical and resource management. This issue was explored initially by examining the distribution of risk scores across the participating sites.

The Risk mean score on the combined ‘Risk to self’ and ‘Risk to others’ items for the whole population was 0.64 (s.d. 0.72, s.e. 0.02). However, as can be seen from Figure 1 there was substantial variation in levels of perceived risk across the participating sites, with mean scores per site ranging from around 0.2 to nearly 1.5. Of the 15 sites, the four sites with the lowest mean scores fell outside the 95% confidence limits of the six sites with the highest scores, indicating a high level of variability.
This variation was explored further by grouping sites according to the type of care setting in which the assessed person was receiving care. The results are shown in Figure 2 below. It can be seen that the three ‘community’-based locations of care GP (n=51), Home (n=150) and Day Hospital (n=71) have barely overlapping confidence limits for levels of risk and all fall outside the confidence limits of the two in-patient settings (acute in-patient ward n=64, intensive care ward n=13). The two in-patient settings have similar mean levels of overall risk with far greater variation in the intensive care ward, perhaps reflecting the small n. The mean risk score in the G.P. setting was 0.19 (n=64) compared to the mean risk score in secondary care of 0.62 (n=433).

**Figure 1: Overall Level of Risk by Site**

**Figure 2: Level of Risk in different locations of care**
These results, which operate at a very global level, are nevertheless encouraging both in further demonstrating the capacity of the tool to distinguish between different settings and in suggesting in a preliminary way that the concept of a global risk score may have some utility.

5.4 Inter-rater reliability of judgements of risk to self or others

Two reliability studies were undertaken, one at a day hospital (n=25) and one in an acute ward (n=20), using the ratings of risk to self and risk to others. The inter-rater agreement relating to judgements of risk to self and risk to others as measured by weighted kappa was about 0.9 in both studies.

5.5 Summary

The results presented in this chapter provided encouraging preliminary data on the psychometric properties of the Risk Profile. The classification of risk factors within the Profile is internally consistent and that the Risk Profile sub-domains compare favourably with those of another established tool, the RAMAS (O’Rourke, 1995). Construct validity tests confirmed that the tool distinguishes along expected lines between clinical populations, whether classified by diagnosis or location of care. Concurrent validity tests also demonstrated modest but consistent correlations of around 0.4 between numbers of risk factors identified and severity scores on Health and Social Assessment domains and a higher correlation of 0.65 between perceived risk status and scoring on behaviour items on the Health and Social Assessment. Although full-scale inter-rater reliability trials were not conducted on the whole tool, the inter-rater reliability of the key judgements of risk was good.

Subsequent chapters provide further data germane to psychometric assessment of the tool, including further analysis of the tools discriminatory capability (Chapter 6) and analysis of the structure of judgements (Chapter 7) which speaks to the internal consistency of the tool as used in practice.
6 Profiling Risk

This chapter presents basic descriptive data on risk factors and levels of risk for the population assessed. As well as providing basic illustration of the data generated by the tool, such data also point the way towards some of the more complex analyses undertaken in later chapters.

6.1 Specific risk factors

First, it is straightforward to examine specific risk factors identified on the Risk Profile. The mean number of factors identified was 8.5 (s.d. 9.47). The mean number of historical factors identified was 5.7 (s.d. 6.6) and the mean number of current risk factors identified was 2.8 (s.d. 3.8).

However, as would be expected there was a large difference between those service users perceived to present a risk and those not perceived to present a risk. The mean number of risk factors for those who were not judged to present a risk (i.e. had a perceived risk score of <2 on all risk judgement items) was 5.6, with a mean historical risk factors score of 4.2 and a mean current risk factors score of 1.4. For those were judged to present a risk the mean risk factors score was 17.5, with a mean historical risk factors score of 10.5 and a mean current risk factors score of 6.9.

Overall, the likelihood of a risk factor occurring previously was at least twice that of it being a current risk factor.

On a separate item, nearly two thirds of the population (319) were rated as having a history of significant risk behaviour.

As would be expected there was a large variation in the incidence of different risk factors. At one extreme, factors such as self-neglect, prodromal signs of relapse and concern expressed by others were present in over 20% of cases. At the other extreme, items such as morbid jealousy and admission to Special Hospital were present in only around 1% of cases. As would be expected, the more specific and more grave the risk factor the less frequent its occurrence. The full table of frequencies is shown in Table 6 below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain/item</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical symptoms indicative of risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early signs of relapse</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas of harming others</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas of self-harm/suicidal ideation</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delusions</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command hallucinations</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morbid jealousy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsivity/lack of impulse control</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other clinical symptoms indicative of risk</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behaviour indicative of risk</strong></td>
<td>213</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation to harm others</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide attempts</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plans to commit suicide</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wandering</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other deliberate self-harm</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats/intimidiation</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe self-neglect</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical harm to others</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic risk</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug/alcohol abuse</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other unsafe/risk-taking behaviour</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forensic involvement suggestive of risk</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conviction for violent or sexual offences</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission to Special Hospital</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission to Secure Unit/Intensive care</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other forensic involvement suggestive of risk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal circumstances indicative of risk</strong></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent severe stress</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern expressed by others</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrence of circumstances associated with risk behaviour</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuse/victimisation by others</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rootlessness</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Frequency of occurrence of specific risk factors
Finally, Table 7 below shows the percentage of the population with problems in the following areas: risk factors related to treatment, forensic involvement, behaviour indicative of risk to self and others, and symptoms indicative of risk to self and others. It can be seen that risk factors in the forensic category occurred much less frequently than those in other categories. However, of course, such risk factors are of an especially serious character.

Table 7: Frequency of occurrence of risk factors in each domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>% with Risk Factors</th>
<th>% with Forensic Involvement</th>
<th>% with Behaviour Indicative of Risk to Self</th>
<th>% with Behaviour Indicative of Risk to Others</th>
<th>% with Symptoms Indicative of Risk to Self</th>
<th>% with Symptoms Indicative of Risk to Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discontinuation of medication</td>
<td>56 (11.3%)</td>
<td>166 (33.4%)</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to attend appointments</td>
<td>42 (8.5%)</td>
<td>132 (26.6%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplanned disengagement from services</td>
<td>25 (5.0%)</td>
<td>101 (20.3%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory admission</td>
<td>33 (6.6%)</td>
<td>139 (28.0%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement upon supervision or risk register</td>
<td>24 (4.8%)</td>
<td>34 (6.8%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised discharge</td>
<td>9 (1.8%)</td>
<td>19 (3.8%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction order</td>
<td>11 (2.2%)</td>
<td>14 (2.8%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional discharge</td>
<td>6 (1.2%)</td>
<td>8 (1.6%)</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Perceived risk status

Table 8 below summarises the number of individuals judged by practitioners to be a risk to self or others, grouped according to the various categories of risk judgement included in the Risk Profile. For convenience, the population is banded into three groups: those presenting no or low apparent risk; those presenting with a significant risk and those presenting with a serious or serious and imminent risk. The bottom two rows show summed scores, generated by summing the scores on all risk judgements and all risk judgements relating to risk to self respectively. In these cases the categorisation was derived by banding the summed scores as indicated.
Table 8: Judgements of risk on the Risk Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N=497</th>
<th>No or low risk</th>
<th>Significant risk</th>
<th>Serious risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of suicide</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of severe self-neglect</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of other deliberate self-harm</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self or others*</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self**</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Summed score of <3=no or low risk, 3 or 4=significant risk, and >3= serious risk.
** Summed score of <2=no or low risk, 2 or 3=significant risk, and >3= serious risk.

At least 80% of service users were perceived to be low or no risk in each category. By far the most frequently perceived risk was that of severe self-neglect, occurring in 16% of cases.

Risk to others was present in about 8% of cases and risk of suicide about 7% of cases.

In total, about 8% of service users were perceived to be a risk to others and about 7% perceived to be at risk of suicide. Taking into account all risk judgements, about 20% of individuals were perceived to present a significant or greater risk to self or others.

6.3 Overall level of risk to others

Levels of risk, as measured by judgements of risk to self or others, were analysed according to site and locations of care. Chapter 5 demonstrated that overall score differentiated between care settings. Further analysis explored the separate contribution of perceived Risk to self and Risk to others.

First, risk to others scores were examined. The distribution of levels of risk to others by site is shown in Figure 3 below. These show a similar pattern of distribution to the global scores examined in the previous chapter.
Figure 3: Level of Risk to Others by site

In fact, only one site changed its ranking by more than three places. This suggests that risk to others is highly determinate of average risk score.

Analysis of levels of risk to others in different care settings was also undertaken and the results shown in Figure 4 below. The locations again differed from each other along expected lines with the two in-patient settings scoring more highly. Interestingly, there was relatively little difference between the Day hospital and Acute in-patient scores but a large difference in mean score between the intensive care and acute in-patient scores, to such an extent that even though the confidence limits of the intensive care ward were far broader than the acute in-patient ward, the two did not overlap.

Figure 4: Perceived Risk to Others in different locations of care
6.4 Overall level of risk to self

A similar set of analyses examined comparable patterns in relation to Risk to self. Figure 5 below shows the mean levels of risk to self across sites. There was again some variation in scores between and within services. However, the pattern of variation is substantially reduced when compared to either the overall risk score or risk to others, with only the highest and lowest scoring sites falling outside the confidence limits of the remainder. This suggests that level of risk to self is a less important determinant of either overall risk or allocation or presentation to care setting than risk to others. This was confirmed by examination of perceived risk to self by locations of care (Figure 6).

Figure 5: Level of Risk to Self by site

![Graph showing level of risk to self by site.](image)

Figure 6: Perceived Risk to Self in different Locations of Care

![Graph showing perceived risk to self in different locations of care.](image)
It can be seen that there is very little variation in overall level of risk to self across locations of care, with the greatest variability being in the GP setting and even the mean scores for acute in-service users being similar to those service users being seen at home.

### 6.5 Levels of risk by reference group

A further analysis looked at proportions of service users presenting with different levels of risk to self and others in the SMI and CMH populations.

Table 9 shows that while the majority of service users posed no or a low risk to others, many more service users in the SMI population than in the CMH population belonged to the high risk categories (16% compared to 3.4%). Thus the findings in relation to Risk to others confirm the broad pattern identified when examining overall pattern of risk in the previous chapter. The tool thus appears to discriminate well between both settings and reference groups.

**Table 9: Levels of risk to others by reference group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of risk</th>
<th>SMI (n=310)</th>
<th>CMH (n=187)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No apparent risk</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low apparent risk</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant risk (needed plan)</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious risk (plan implemented)</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious and imminent risk (highest clinical priority given to risk prevention)</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the levels of risk to self were broken down by reference group (Table 10), nearly 20% of the SMI group fell into the high risk categories compared to about 13% of the CMH group, a difference but considerably less marked than in relation to risk to others. More service users posed a risk to themselves than to others in both populations.

**Table 10: Levels of risk to self by reference group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of risk</th>
<th>SMI (n=310)</th>
<th>CMH (n=187)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No apparent risk</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low apparent risk</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant risk</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious risk</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious and imminent risk</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.6 Discussion

The data illustrate how a tool such as the Risk Profile can begin to provide an understanding of a clinical population in a service context.

The tool demonstrated wide variation in average levels of risk across service settings along expected lines and proved highly sensitive to differences in perceived levels of risk even within related settings such as in-service users, day hospital and intensive care wards. It was further demonstrated that this variation arose substantially from perceived differences in risk to others rather than risk to self. This is an interesting finding, especially in the light of the national policy commitment to reduce suicide rates, since it shows that there is a high correlation between perceived risk to others and level of service provision but apparently minimal correlation between perceived risk to self and level of service provision.

When the data was partitioned by reference group, as expected there was a higher incidence of risk to others amongst the SMI reference group. This also applied to risk to self, with one in five of the SMI population being considered a significant risk to self as against one in eight of the CMH population. In fact, levels of risk to self were higher than risk to others in the SMI population, a feature perhaps under-recognised by policy emphasis on avoidance of risk to others.

The data also provide an interesting preliminary insight into the multi-variate nature of perceptions of risk and the complexity of the judgement facing practitioners. Those judged to present a significant or greater risk averaged about 17 risk factors compared to the average number of risk factors observed in the population as a whole of about eight.

This scale of task is further illustrated by the finding that about one in five individuals were perceived to present a significant risk to self or others. It would seem unlikely that resources would permit special measures to be taken with 20% of the clinical population.

Further exploration of the nature of clinical judgements of risk forms the subject of the next Chapter.
7 Judgements of Risk

The complex nature of judgements of risk tends to produce two contradictory responses: on the one hand that ‘it is not possible to accurately predict risk’ and on the other a desire for risk assessment tools to do just that. The problem with both of these responses is that neither is empirically-based: there is little research exploring the nature of judgements of risk in mental health or how they are arrived at. The present study therefore presented an unusual opportunity to examine the relationship between several sets of variables: practitioner judgements of risk, practitioner-rated presence or absence of specific risk factors (both historically and recently), practitioner judgements of severity, the occurrence or otherwise of serious incidents involving harm to self or others; and the service user’s self-report on their thoughts and feelings as provided by the ‘How Are You?’ questionnaire. Enhanced understanding of such relationships could potentially cast a valuable light on practical questions concerning the validity of practitioner-based and service user-based risk assessment and approaches to the management of risk. This and the next chapter explore such issues. This chapter focuses on the practitioner-based data and examines the relationship between the recorded occurrence of risk factors, practitioner judgements and the occurrence of serious incidents. The following chapter then explores the relationship between practitioner judgements and service users’ self-report.

7.1 Domain scores and practitioner judgements

The Risk Profile includes factors relating to both risk to self and risk to others as well as judgements of current risk status. This structure permits exploration of the relationships between objectively-occurring risk factors and subjective judgements of levels of perceived risk.

As a preliminary analysis two variables were calculated: a total risk factors score, created by summing the number of risk factors and current warning signs checked in completion of the Profile; and a total perceived risk score, generated by summing the scores on all four practitioner judgements of risk. The correlation between these two variables was 0.64 (n=672, p<0.001). This appears to suggest that judgements of risk have at least a partial quantitative basis. However, if only those perceived to be a significant or greater risk were considered, the correlation dropped to 0.31, compared to a correlation of 0.61 for those not perceived to be a risk. Thus although there was a general relationship between numbers of risk factors and perceived level of risk, this was lower for the population of most concern, namely those at risk.

The next step was to examine relationships between scores on different sub-sections of the questionnaire and more specific judgements of risk. Scores were generated for each sub-section of the risk factors and warning signs checklists by summing the number of positive answers in each column. Thus, for example, the ‘Behaviour indicative of risk’ score was generated by summing the number of Behaviours indicated as present now with the number of behaviours that had occurred historically. In effect, therefore, each item within each heading received a score of 0, 1, or 2 depending on whether it was absent, occurred historically, present at the time of assessment, or both. The scores so generated were then correlated with three of the clinician judgements of levels of current risk: the score on the ‘Risk to others’ item; the score on the ‘Risk of suicide’ item; and a

The full results are shown in Table 11 below. As might have been expected, scores on Behaviour correlated most highly with individual clinical judgements of risk status, being at just under 0.6 for both the ‘Risk to others’ score and the Risk to self overall score.

![Table 11: Correlations between Risk Factor Scores and Judgements of Risk](image)

Interestingly, the correlation with the ‘Suicide risk’ judgement item was substantially lower at 0.3, although still significant. However, in this case the correlation with clinical symptoms and personal circumstances was higher at 0.4. This perhaps suggests that clinicians are placing greater weight on suicidal ideation, other clinical symptoms (such as hopelessness) and personal circumstances in assessing suicide risk. Of note also was the correlation of 0.52 between ‘Personal circumstances indicative of risk’ and the overall ‘Risk to self’ judgements score.

In the next set of analyses three scores were used: the total risk factors score, generated by summing the total number of items in the checklist receiving a positive response; a total ‘Risk to self’ score, generated by summing scores on the items within the ‘Clinical symptoms’ and Behaviour’ sub-sections which had obvious direct relevance to ‘Risk to self’ (e.g. suicidal ideation); and a total ‘Risk to others’ score, generated by summing scores on the items within the ‘Clinical symptoms’ and Behaviour’ sub-sections which had obvious direct relevance to ‘Risk to others’ (e.g. Physical harm to others). These correlations are shown in Table 12.

Both the Risk to others and Risk to self total scores correlated more highly with the Risk to others judgement and Suicide risk judgement respectively than any of the domain scores reported in the previous analysis, suggesting that sheer quantity of risk factors is closely related to practitioner judgement. Interestingly, the Risk to others total score had a correlation of nearly 0.5 with the Risk to self judgement score. This relationship between risk to self and risk to others is explored further in section 7.6.
For purposes of comparability the corresponding RAMAS correlations are shown in the table. The Risk Profile compared favourably, producing a correlation of 0.61 with the Risk to others judgement score (compared to RAMAS 0.51) and a correlation of 0.66 with the Risk to self judgement score (compared to RAMAS 0.28).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12: Correlations between sub-groups of risk factors and judgements of risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N=497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk factors total score</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk to others judgement score</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk of suicide judgement score</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk to self total judgements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk to self judgements total score</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors total score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self total score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others total score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMAS Risk to others risk factors score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMAS Risk to self risk factors score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Correlation of past and present factors with judgements of risk

The judgement of risk takes account of both the past and the present in making a judgement about the future. It is of interest therefore to examine the respective correlations for previous occurrence of a type of factor and current occurrences of that type of factor. Separate scores were therefore calculated for past and present factors and correlations with judgements of risk produced. These are shown in Table 13 below.

---

5 The RAMAS validation included only a single clinical judgement of ‘risk’. The correlations reported here are with separate judgements relating to risk to self and risk to others. It is possible that the RAMAS correlations would have been higher had these been separated out.
The Risk to self now score correlated more highly (0.72) with the judgement of current risk to self than the Risk to self history score (0.52). The Risk to others now score also correlated more highly with the judgement of current risk to others (0.6) than the Risk to others history score, though the difference was smaller (0.6 against 0.5).

A final set of correlational analyses undertaken combined the three classificatory axes previously explored separately: risk factors relating to risk to self and relating to risk to others; risk factors relating to behaviour and those relating to mental health; and currently occurring factors versus historically-occurring factors. In this set of analyses, eight scores were created covering all possible combination of these three factors. The results are shown in Table 14 below. The highest correlation was between the Risk to self now behaviour score and perceived Risk to self (0.67). This compared with a correlation of 0.58 between the Risk to others now behaviour score and perceived Risk to others.

It was expected that current behaviours would correlate more highly with clinical judgements of risk than current symptoms. However, there was little difference in correlation between current behaviour scores and current mental health scores in relation to either risk to self or risk to others. In both cases the correlations were around 0.6.

| Table 13: Correlation of current factors and historic factors with judgements of current risk |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| N=497                                                         | Correlation with Risk to others judgement score | Correlation with Risk of suicide judgement score | Correlation with Risk to self judgements score |
| Risk to self factors total score                              | 0.41**                                                      | 0.50**                                                      | 0.66**                                                      |
| Risk to self now total score                                  | 0.41**                                                      | 0.59**                                                      | 0.72**                                                      |
| Risk to self history total score                              | 0.35**                                                      | 0.37**                                                      | 0.52**                                                      |
| Risk to others factors total score                            | 0.61**                                                      | 0.29**                                                      | 0.48**                                                      |
| Risk to others now total score                                | 0.60**                                                      | 0.33**                                                      | 0.53**                                                      |
| Risk to others history total score                            | 0.50**                                                      | 0.21**                                                      | 0.37**                                                      |
### Table 14: Correlations between behaviour and symptoms scores and judgements of risk to self or others (n=497)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practitioner judgement scores</th>
<th>Correlation with total perceived risk score</th>
<th>Correlation with Risk to others judgement score</th>
<th>Correlation with Risk of suicide judgement score</th>
<th>Correlation with Risk to self judgements total score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total risk factors score</td>
<td>0.61**</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>0.56**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self now score (mental health)</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>0.61**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self now score (behaviour)</td>
<td>0.67**</td>
<td>0.38**</td>
<td>0.51**</td>
<td>0.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self history score (mental health)</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.37**</td>
<td>0.47**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self history score (behaviour)</td>
<td>0.49**</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>0.20**</td>
<td>0.46**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others now score (mental health)</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>0.51**</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others now score (behaviour)</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>0.58**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>0.41**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others history score (mental health)</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.38**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others history score (behaviour)</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.53**</td>
<td>0.13**</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These analyses suggest that current state is used by practitioners as the primary indicator of risk. Whilst this might be no surprise, it has to be weighed against the general finding of behavioural science that past behaviour is the best predictor of future behaviour. Again, however, the issue of timeframe is crucial: past behaviour might in general terms be a better predictor of future behaviour; but current state might be a better predictor of behaviour in the next few days or few weeks.

### 7.3 Modelling clinician judgements

In order to explore further the relationship between clinical judgements and the occurrence of risk factors, three regression models were generated. The first regressed all individual items in the Risk checklists on the clinician judgement score for Risk to self and Risk to others. The second regressed the domain scores only on the clinician
judgement score. The third tested the hypothesis that breaking the mental health and behaviour domain scores into separate Risk to self and Risk to other components would enhance the model.

The results of these analyses are shown in Table 15. Multiple r values are high, with a multiple r of 0.84 between the total practitioner risk status score and the item scores. This provides further support to the evidence presented in Chapter 5 that initial consideration of risk factors leads to a consistent approach to succeeding judgements of current risk status.

| Domain-based multiple r values were somewhat lower than the item-based values. A drop would be expected, but it is notable, for example, that the multiple r for risk of suicide drops substantially from 0.80 to 0.45. The multiple r values for the enhanced model (which re-classifies risk factors according to whether they are relevant to risk to self or risk to others) raised values although not to the levels of the item-based model. Thus it is not so much the grouping into domains as such but the method of grouping that leads to loss of predictiveness. Thus, as in previous analyses, the regression values provide further evidence of a strong, quantitative effect of number of risk factors influencing judgements of risk to self and others whilst at the same time indicating that individual risk factors rather than sheer number of factors also play an important part.

### 7.4 Previous serious incidents and judgements of risk upon initial assessment

Having examined practitioner judgements of risk in relation to identified risk factors, it was then possible to examine the relationship between judgements of risk and the prior occurrence of risk behaviours, as measured by the items on the occurrence of serious incidents in the Health and Social Assessment. The assessment contains two items, one asking whether the person has been involved in a serious incident involving harm to self in the three months prior to assessment, and another asking a similar question.

---

6This column was generated by splitting symptoms and behaviour into self and others scores for each of current and history.
regarding involvement in incidents involving harm to others. For ease of analysis the answers to the two questions were collapsed into a single yes or no answer.

Table 16 below shows the risk status of service users who were involved in a serious incident involving harm to self or others in the three months prior to initial assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 16: Perceived levels of risk and serious incidents at initial assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No incident in past three months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious incident in past three months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If an individual was involved in a serious incident in the previous three months, the likelihood of their being assigned to the significant or serious risk categories was about one in three. If an individual was not involved in a serious incident in the previous three months, the likelihood of their being assigned to the significant or serious risk categories was about one in six. Thus the presence of a recent serious incident resulted in a doubling of the likelihood of being placed in the significant or serious categories.

Taking the serious category alone, about 6% of service users with no recent incident were placed in the serious category, compared to 22% with an incident. Thus the presence of a serious incident resulted in about a fourfold increase in likelihood of being placed in the serious risk category.

The likelihood of allocation did not vary significantly when those with incidents relating to harm to self and harm to others were considered separately.

The further question of the relationship between judgements of risk and the subsequent occurrence of serious incidents is examined in Chapter 8, section 8.4.

### 7.5 Judgements of risk and judgements of severity

A further area of exploration is the relationship between judgements of risk and judgements of severity. In many circumstances it is tempting to take judgements of severity as a proxy for judgements of risk, on the grounds that severity of illness is likely to correlate with level of risk. The relevant analyses are shown below. First, Table 17 shows the correlation between Risk now score and overall severity score on the FACE Health and Social Assessment. This is 0.5. The correlation with the behaviour scale within the Health and Social Assessment is 0.6 and with the Symptoms scale around 0.4. However, if the same correlations are examined for those service users who are judged to be a significant risk then the correlations fall away. The behaviour score still has a correlation of 0.46 but the overall severity score has a correlation of 0.27.
When Risk to self and Risk to others are separated (Table 18), correlations are about the same for all service users. However, the correlations for those service users judged to be a risk fall substantially, so much so that the Risk to self now score has a non-significant correlation of 0.16 with the overall severity score and the Risk to others now score has a correlation of about 0.3 with the overall severity score. The correlation with the Behaviour severity score remains at about 0.42 for risk to others but falls to 0.2 for risk to self. These findings are not in themselves surprising since judgements of severity take into account current state and behaviour rather than previous behaviour. However, they do make clear that risk and severity are two quite different concepts and that no easy algorithm is likely to generate proxy scores for clinical judgements of risk. They also illustrate the clinical complexity of the situation: faced with two service users, one of whom is relatively well now but has a serious risk history and another who is more severely unwell now but who has a lesser risk history how is the practitioner to determine who is most at risk?

7.6 Relationship between judgements of risk to others and of risk to self

A final set of exploratory analyses in this area was to look at the relationship between judgements of risk to self and judgements of risk to others. This produced some surprising and perplexing findings. The relationship between practitioner judgements of suicide risk and judgements of risk to others was different for different sub-populations
(see Table 19). Within the SMI group as a whole there was no correlation, but within the CMH group there was a correlation of 0.4. However, within the group judged to present a risk (mostly SMI) the correlation between practitioner judgement of risk of suicide and judgement of risk to others was a remarkable −0.79 (p<0.0001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All (n=331)</td>
<td>0.22 (p&lt;0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All SMI (n=211)</td>
<td>0.054 (p=0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All CMH (n=104)</td>
<td>0.40 (p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All judged to be a risk (n=32)</td>
<td>-0.79 (p&lt;0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All judged not to be a risk (n=298)</td>
<td>0.15 (p=0.009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus whilst in general terms an increase in perceived suicide risk is moderately correlated with an increase in perceived risk of harm to others, within the group who are actually perceived to pose a significant risk to themselves or others judgments of the two types of risk are very strongly negatively correlated. On this basis, it would appear that practitioners believe, or at least act as if they believe, that past a certain threshold as risk to others increases risk of suicide decreases and vice versa.

7.7 Discussion

The purpose of the analyses described was to gain a better understanding of clinical judgements of risk. Given this objective, some caution must be exercised in interpretation of the data, which are based upon correlations between the recorded occurrence of risk factors and clinical judgements. The finding of a correlation does not necessarily imply causation in the sense that one cannot infer that correlations point to actual clinical thought processes. The finding of a high correlation between a group of risk factors and a clinical judgement does not mean that clinicians use their awareness of those factors in making their judgements. For example, the high correlation between ‘Personal circumstances indicative of risk’ and judgements of risk does not mean that clinicians take such factors into account when making their judgements of risk – although it might be reasonable to infer cautiously that they do.

Having said that, the correlational findings consistently demonstrate that the tool generates scores that correlate highly with clinical judgements of current risk. It should be recalled that the checklists do not include any graded rating of severity, frequency or intensity of the factors listed – so that achieving correlations of 0.6-0.7 is of note.

Although there was a strong relationship between numbers of risk factors and perceived levels of risk, enhanced correlations were achievable through regression modelling, suggesting that clinicians assign different weightings to different items and/or different domains in making their judgements. This view was also confirmed by the finding that of the types of risk factor recorded, behaviour rather than symptoms tended to be more predictive of practitioner judgements. Similarly, scores on current rather than past risk factors correlated more highly with practitioner judgements, as would be expected.
The data indicate that generating separate ‘risk to self’ and ‘risk to others’ scores based upon risk factors drawn from all domains is the best method of ‘predicting’ clinician judgement. Scoring systems based on this method could easily be built into electronic implementations of the tool.

More generally, the data provide strong validation for the completion procedure described in 3.5, whereby the practitioner makes judgements of risk based upon having completed the checklists and descriptive account of risk factors and warning signs. This appears to result in a consistent approach to judgement – a finding confirmed further by the increased likelihood of higher risk ratings of those involved in a prior serious incident. It is of interest that only one in three such service users were placed in this category – it would not have been surprising if the number had been twice as high. This confirms that practitioners’ judgements of risk referred to the relatively immediate future (since the proportion would be expected to be much higher if practitioners were predicting, for example, whether the service user would ever be involved in a further serious incident).

A further important finding was the relatively low correlation between severity scores and judgements of risk, especially amongst those considered to be at risk. The results suggest that whilst severity scores pertaining to current behaviour may be taken as at best a modest proxy for risk (correlating around 0.5), global severity ratings have only weak correlations. Thus, global scores generated from severity-oriented tools which are themselves global in nature, such as, e.g. HoNOS or GAF, should not be taken as proxies for risk.

Against this background of apparent consistency, an important finding was that although there was a general relationship between numbers of risk factors and perceived level of risk, this was considerably lower for the population of most immediate concern, namely those perceived to present a risk. There are a number of possible explanations for this. It may be that introducing more sensitive scaling in the rating of risk factors would help. However, this would lengthen the process of completion and close inspection of the Risk Profile does not lend much support to this view. For example, take an item such as ‘Ideas of harming others’. In theory, this item could capture anything from occasional angry thoughts of punching someone on the nose to continuous preoccupation with murderous plans. However, the more severe end of this spectrum is also likely to be captured elsewhere within the Risk Profile by a whole range of items such as Impulsivity, Physical harm to others, Preparation to harm others, Threats/intimidation, Conviction for violent offences, History of compulsory admission, etc. Thus, whilst a more carefully graded scale could enhance sensitivity, there are reasons to believe that the enhancement would not lead to capture of much additional information and would therefore be insufficient to explain the large drop in correlation.

A second and more plausible explanation is that from a clinical viewpoint there is an important distinction between identifying the presence of a significant risk and deciding how much of a risk someone actually presents at a particular moment in time. These are quite different problems. It would be quite understandable for there to be a high level of agreement between practitioners on who constitutes a possible risk but lower levels of agreement as to who presents the most risk. If so, this would mitigate against consideration of ‘risk’ as a simple linear variable.
A further complicating factor is that of time. Identifying someone as a risk is one thing, identifying when they are likely to engage in risk behaviour is another. An analogy here might be with hills and volcanoes. Identifying which of the Earth’s bumps are likely to be at risk of eruption is fairly straightforward; predicting when and whether a particular volcano is going to erupt within a certain timescale is extremely difficult and can only be done with any degree of accuracy by close inspection of current geology, ongoing monitoring of activity – and even then prediction is extremely difficult and not at all accurate. This analogy also clarifies the relationship between past and present factors in predicting risk. Past behaviour may well be the best guide to the future (in general terms); but to get any real predictive handle on the immediate future you need to focus on present behaviour.

The question of the timeframe or ‘sell by date’ for judgements of risk is a difficult one from a methodological point of view. It is tempting to specify a time frame (e.g. a month, next three months) for judgements in order to clarify the nature of the judgement that the practitioner is being asked to make. However, this may well produce more problems than it solves, since there are many individuals for whom it is impossible to say whether they are a specific risk or not in the next month but who in general terms are a definite risk and need a risk management plan. If such individuals (e.g. service users with a history of violence towards staff) are rated as ‘no current risk’ this will be highly misleading. The Risk Profile attempts to address such issues in the definition of the rating scale, which distinguishes between there being a risk that requires a risk management plan (minimum rating 2=significant risk), there being a risk in general terms but no current specific indication (low apparent risk); and there being a current risk of sufficient specificity that something has to be done to mitigate it at present (minimum rating=3).

The complexity of assessing level of risk amongst those deemed to be a risk is further illustrated by the disconcerting finding that the correlation between practitioner judgements of risk to self and risk to others varies considerably according to clinical subgroup. Although the cell size is small (and one would prefer to have the results replicated to feel absolutely confident) this would appear to be a highly specific phenomenon, perhaps confined to the SMI group. It is important to observe that it is not confined to judgements of risk to others since about 40% of the ‘at risk’ group were judged to be at risk of suicide. The most plausible explanation is that having identified a major risk, practitioners focus on that to the exclusion of other possible risks. If so, there is a danger that they systematically underestimate these other risks. If this is an accurate interpretation, it strongly suggests the need for corrective training which could result in enhanced risk detection and management.

Given the complexities identified in assignment of levels of risk amongst those perceived to be a risk it is perhaps not surprising that actuarial methods have struggled to provide accurate prediction. What then are the outcomes of people judged to be a risk? We shall turn to this in the next chapter.

7 This issue is further explored in the next chapter.
8 Risk Outcomes

The data permit examination of two types of ‘risk outcome’. The first is change in risk status, i.e. was the perception that levels of risk dropped over time in the assessed population? Secondly, a more direct outcome measure is the subsequent involvement of service users in serious incidents. The former provides a more clinically-oriented perspective on the natural ebb and flow of risk in relation to clinical status, whereas the latter provides the type of measure more beloved of those interested in prediction.

8.1 Change in perceived levels of risk

Although the full Risk Profile was only completed once in many cases, global ratings of risk status were completed both initially and at follow-up, thus permitting examination of change in risk status based upon comparison of mean risk status scores. The results are shown in Table 20 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain/item (n=551)</th>
<th>T1 mean score</th>
<th>T2 mean score</th>
<th>% change</th>
<th>p =</th>
<th>n with initial probl</th>
<th>T1 mean score</th>
<th>% change</th>
<th>p =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to self</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to others</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the population as a whole, percentage change was 14% and 19% on the Risk to self and Risk to others items respectively. However, only change on the Risk to self item was statistically significant, in part because of a lower incidence of initial positive ratings on the Risk to others item and in part because of higher scores on the part of some service users upon repeat assessment. Percentage change over time was broadly similar in both reference groups.

The table above summarises the global findings for the population as a whole. However, the people of most interest are those initially judged to be a risk. After all, it is those individuals for whom the service is likely to implement some kind of risk management procedure. When only those service users with an initial positive score on the Risk to others item are considered, the percentage change rises to 32% and the change easily reaches statistical significance. Overall, observed change in those with an initial positive score was 34% (p=0.0001).

8.2 Individuals who changed

Population mean scores do not necessarily provide the best way of viewing change in risk status. Consideration of how many individuals changed from being perceived as presenting a risk to not presenting a risk or vice versa is perhaps more meaningful.

Taking the ‘significant risk’ rating (value=2) as the critical threshold below which an individual was perceived to be not a risk, of the 56 people who were perceived to
present a significant or greater than significant risk to others at Time 1, 27 of these were still perceived to present a significant or greater risk to others at Time 2. However, there were in total 44 people who were perceived to present a significant or greater than significant risk to others at Time 2. Thus about half had moved below the threshold but 17 individuals not previously perceived as presenting a risk to others had moved above the threshold in the same period. In addition, of the 56, half (28) were also perceived to present a significant risk to self at Time 1. This had reduced to 16 by Time 2.

Considering the same data in relation to risk to self, there were 103 people who were perceived to present a significant or greater than significant risk to self at Time 1. Thirty-six of these were still perceived to present a significant or greater risk to self at Time 2. However, there were a total of 68 people who were perceived to present a significant or greater than significant risk to self at Time 2. Thus whilst about two thirds of the original ‘at risk’ cohort had moved below the threshold about half of these had been replaced by further individuals (n=32) not previously perceived as presenting a risk to themselves. Additionally, of the 103, 28 were also perceived to present a significant risk to others at Time 1. This had reduced to 15 by Time 2.

So, in total 131 individuals (21%) presented a risk to themselves or others at Time 1, of which around 40% (54) were perceived to continue to present a risk to themselves or others at Time 2. Thus the substantial drop in average level of risk in the population to some extent masks the fact that on the one hand many service users considered to be a risk upon initial assessment were nevertheless still considered a risk six months later whilst others who had not previously been considered a risk now were.

8.3 Controlling for overall change in state

Anticipating such considerations, the study asked practitioners to provide a global rating of whether the person had improved, deteriorated or stayed about the same upon completing the follow-up assessment. This enabled the data to be sorted independently of the risk ratings.

The effect of disentangling those who improved from those who deteriorated during the study is shown in Table 21 below, which bands the population according to whether they were judged to be better, worse or about the same upon repeat assessment. Those rated as ‘better’ had higher risk scores initially and these dropped by about 30%. The scores of those rated as worse began lower but went up by about 17%, reaching a level similar to the starting point of those who improved.

| Table 21: Change in perceived risk in populations rated as improving, staying the same and deteriorating |
|--------------------------------------|--------|--------|-----------|----------|
|                                      | Time 1 | Time 2 | % change | % change (all) | P= (t-test) |
| 'Better' (n=150)                     | 0.89   | 0.62   | 30%       | 19.6%     | 0.000      |
| 'Worse' (n=102)                      | 0.72   | 0.84   | 17%       | 19.6%     | 0.04       |
| 'About the same' (n=167)             | 0.65   | 0.50   | 23%       | 19.6%     | 0.001      |
Interestingly, the scores of those rated as about the same started off the lowest and dropped by a further 23%. This reflected an apparently general tendency for clinicians to be more likely to perceive deterioration than improvement, in the sense that percentage improvement had to be relatively high for a rating of ‘better’ to be given, whereas a relatively small deterioration tended to correspond with a judgement that the person had got worse.

8.4 Serious incidents and judgements of risk at follow-up

A more concrete measure of outcome than changes in practitioner perception of risk status is whether or not the person had been involved in a serious incident since initial assessment. Table 22 shows the risk status of service users who were involved in a serious incident involving harm to self or others in the three months prior to repeat assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 22: Perceived levels of risk and serious incidents at follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No or low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No incident in three months prior to repeat assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious incident in three months prior to repeat assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If an individual was involved in a serious incident in the three months prior to repeat assessment, the likelihood of their having previously been assigned to the significant or serious risk categories was about two in five (42%). If an individual was not involved in a serious incident in the previous three months, the likelihood of their having been previously assigned to the significant or serious risk categories was less than one in five (18%).

If a service user was considered ‘no or low risk’ upon initial assessment then the likelihood of their being subsequently involved in an incident was about one in twelve (8%). If they were considered to be a risk upon initial assessment then the likelihood of subsequent involvement in an incident was one in five (20%). Thus practitioner assignment to significant or serious risk categories was linked with a subsequent rate of incidents two and a half times greater than assignment to low risk categories.

If a service user was rated a ‘serious risk’ upon initial assessment then the likelihood of their being subsequently involved in an incident was a little less than one in three (28%). If they were considered to be a low risk upon initial assessment then the likelihood of subsequent involvement in an incident was about one in eleven (9%). Thus practitioner assignment to the serious risk categories was linked with a rate of incidents about four times greater than assignment to low risk categories.

Thus, practitioner assignment of higher risk was moderately predictive of subsequent involvement in a serious incident. However, despite this, three quarters of the service users subsequently involved in serious incidents were not rated initially as a serious risk and nearly two thirds were rated as low or no risk.
8.5 Discussion

It would be expected that levels of risk would vary over time, depending upon the clinical state of the service user, their adherence to treatment and other life circumstances. Perceived high levels of risk would naturally lead to measures designed to lower risk, measures which at least in some cases would be expected to be successful. Similarly, it is no surprise, given the fluctuating nature of mental illness, that some individuals were judged to be more of a risk upon repeat assessment than upon initial assessment.

The Risk Profile proved sensitive to change, with percentage change in those service users considered a significant or greater risk high at 32%. About half those individuals considered to present a risk to others and a third considered to present a risk to self were still perceived to present a risk at follow-up. However, other individuals not previously considered to present a risk were now considered to do so, the replacement rate being in the order of 50% in both cases. In the clinical situation, this ‘replacement rate’ within the baseline population would also be supplemented by new cases, some of whom would also present a risk. Thus a net reduction in levels of risk over time within an overall clinical caseload may be at best modest and difficult to perceive (or achieve), even if a particular cohort were to be improving.

The Holy Grail of risk assessment has always been prediction. What do the data tell us about prediction? Those judged to be a risk upon initial assessment were about three times more likely to be involved in a subsequent incident than those judged initially not to be a risk. This would seem to indicate a modest degree of predictiveness in initial clinical judgements. However, it is impossible to quantify how accurate the initial judgements were because where a serious risk was indicated, measures would presumably have been taken to minimise occurrence of incidents. Such actions may range from monitoring someone more frequently to physically restraining the individual from harming themselves or others. Whatever is done, it is reasonable to assume that at least a proportion of incidents are prevented in any given time period. However, in the absence of a comparison with a control group for whom no preventive action is taken, which it would be ethically unacceptable to effect, it is impossible to quantify the level of prevention achieved. This is confounded further by variations in availability of local resources – in one retrospective study, Bindman et al (2000) found that key workers believed that in 73% of cases the (at risk) service users had not been prioritised to receive more services than they otherwise would have done. Thus enforced reliance on naturalistic data inevitably leads to an underestimate of the degree of predictiveness of judgements of risk – and an underestimate that would appear to be itself subject to considerable (and unknown) natural variation. Thus, true ‘predictiveness’ is probably substantially higher than would appear but is intrinsically unknowable.

The limitations of data capture can also present a misleading picture. In the present study caution is required in interpreting the data on ‘prediction’ due to the study design, which recorded judgements of risk at Time 1 and Time 2 but did not record fluctuations in perceived levels of risk that may have occurred in the interim. It is perfectly possible that an individual rated as ‘no risk’ initially but subsequently involved in a serious incident might have been rated as ‘high risk’ in the week prior to the incident (given the opportunity). Without a whole series of studies showing the effect of frequency of data capture the impact of this is again impossible to estimate. This caveat also indicates that
the concept of ‘prediction’ always needs to be qualified with a statement specifying over what time frame. In the present study the timeframe was determined by the study design, and was thus a six-month period. However, in clinical practice this may well not be suitable and what may be required is a system for ongoing monitoring and updating of risk status.

The caution that needs to be exercised in working with such data is exemplified by the fact that one in five service users regarded as a serious risk were involved in subsequent incidents. This might be interpreted as indicating a limitation in preventive strategies. Perhaps this is just as well, though, since if preventive strategies had been 100% successful the data would have appeared to suggest a negative relationship between initial judgement of risk and subsequent behaviour!

The whole issue of prediction is further complicated by the fact that three quarters of all service users subsequently involved in an incident were not initially rated as a significant risk. Whilst this finding may be misleading due to risk ratings being relatively short-term and the relatively long interval between first and last assessment, it nevertheless highlights a cruel dilemma in deciding upon preventive strategies. On the one hand, the fact that it is possible to identify high risk individuals suggests that it is sensible and ethical to focus on preventing risk in that sub-group; whilst on the other, the fact that most service users subsequently involved in incidents were not initially perceived to be a risk suggests that this can be of limited utility and that perhaps better early detection of risk would be equally or more effective.

Whilst precise interpretation of the data may be debatable, it is reasonable to infer that the prevention of serious incidents is a task unlikely to be achievable to any major degree within current service configuration. Even leaving aside the group who were rated initially as no risk, two fifths of those involved in serious incidents had previously been assigned a high enough risk rating to indicate that preventive action was being taken, suggesting that even enhanced monitoring of those perceived to be at risk has only a limited impact upon the number of serious incidents.

Whilst supporting those who have found that practitioner judgements of risk are of predictiveness comparable to actuarial predictions (Fuller and Cowan (1991)), the data therefore also provide some grounds for caution over the possible accuracy of clinical prediction and preventive strategies. What is most important is that these issues are well-understood by those charged with managing risk. The Risk Profile produces suggestive data concerning what might be called the natural limits of prediction in a routine context. These need to be borne in mind in developing risk management strategies and can only be further elucidated through the introduction of structure to routine data collection.

This vignette of the dynamics of risk in mental health services shows that in conducting risk assessment, practitioners are faced with a multi-layered and complex task with effects that may be difficult to ascertain. Although arguably crude, the type of quantification facilitated by the Risk Profile provides some potential insight into this situation. It also opens up a number of important questions that could be explored using the tool. For example, it would be possible to examine the relative effectiveness of different clinical risk management strategies at the population level by tracking their
impact on replacement rates. This might cast a very different light on how best to manage risk when compared to individual risk management strategies.\(^8\)

To date, ‘risk management’ seems to have focused exclusively on individual-based methods backed up by cohort-based research. It has to be questioned whether sole reliance on these methods is the best approach. A good example is the approach to outcome measurement used in the present study, which in method is research-oriented rather than management strategy-oriented. The outcome measures presented here are cohort-based, i.e. they track a defined cohort of individuals over time and measure their change in status or involvement in incidents, etc. Whilst cohort outcomes, either of a cohort as a whole or of individual members or sub-groups of the cohort are of course of interest, from a broader management perspective what may be more of interest are what might be called ‘service’ or ‘team’ outcomes. The aim of a service-wide risk management strategy might reasonably be to reduce levels of risk in the service as a whole. Whilst this will involve minimising risk in those individuals already identified as a risk, it could also involve such strategies as controlling levels of referral so that replacement rates are <1; ensuring that average levels of risk within particular teams do not go above certain thresholds; ensuring that variation in levels of risk within similar clinical settings do not vary more than a certain amount; ensuring that variation in levels of risk across similar clinical settings do not vary more than a certain amount; ensuring that variation in levels of risk across care co-ordinators or consultant psychiatrists do not vary more than a certain amount, etc. Such ‘outcomes’ are partly the product of change in levels of risk presented by individuals or cohorts, but are also the product of broader management of levels of risk of newly-presenting service users; management of distribution of risk across the service, etc.

---

\(^8\) For example, it would be possible to examine the extent to which whether resource-intensive individual case management increases replacement rates through diverting resources away from management of broader caseloads.
9 Comparing Service User and Practitioner Perceptions of Risk

So far, we have concentrated on practitioner perceptions of risk. Although such perceptions show a high level of internal consistency and appear to be based upon a consistent response to the occurrence of certain risk factors, important questions remain about the validity of such judgements and their relationship to the perceptions of service users themselves. This chapter explores the relationship between practitioner and service user views of risk.

9.1 Sample

The sample comprised a subset of 331 service users for whom the Risk Profile was completed and who also completed the How Are You? self-report questionnaire (Clifford et al 2002). Of these, 196 were male and 131 female. Two hundred and eleven belonged to the SMI reference group of whom the majority (126) had a diagnosis of schizophrenia. One hundred and twenty service users belonged to the CMH reference group, of whom about a half (59) had a mood disorder.

9.2 Method

How Are You? contains four items that factor analysis undertaken as part of previous studies suggested relate to risk (Clifford et al 2002). Two of these items related to risk to others and two related to risk of suicide:

- I have heard voices that frighten or upset me.
- I have had thoughts about harming others.
- I have made plans to end my life.
- I have had thoughts about or felt like harming myself.

Factor analysis on the original version of How Are You? grouped these four items together into a single factor. However, further analysis on a revised version of How Are You? separated the two sets of items, the former two being placed in a ‘Risk’ factor and the latter two falling under the more general ‘How You Have Been Feeling’ mental health factor (Clifford et al 2002). Despite the re-classification the latter two items appear to relate directly to the possibility of suicide. For analytical purposes, therefore, the combined scores on the two pairs of items were used to create two variables: HRUSELF which summarised the person’s self-report of suicidal ideation and HRUOTH which summarised the person’s report of ideas relating to harm to others.

The relationship between practitioner and self-report measures of risk were then explored through four sets of analyses. The first set of analyses examined relationships between practitioner-based and self-report-based scores in the sample population as a whole. The second set of analyses examined the level of agreement between practitioners and service users on the presence of risk. The third set of analyses focused on the relationship between practitioner and service user perceptions solely on those service users whom practitioners had identified as posing a significant risk to others or at risk of suicide. The fourth and final set of analyses examined the relationship between
risk of suicide and risk to others, in relation to both practitioner and self-report items, casting an interesting light on the previous analyses.

**9.3 Relationship between practitioner variables and service user-based variables related to risk in the whole sample**

The correlations between the scores were examined, as was the correlation between the individual items. Given the high correlations reported in chapter 7 between practitioner judgements of risk and occurrence of risk factors such as suicidal ideation, a reasonably high correlation was expected between the practitioner and self-report scores, even allowing for service users not always reporting thoughts of harm to self or others to practitioners.

The Pearson correlation between the practitioner judgement of Suicide risk and the self-reported risk to self score (HRUSELF) was 0.29 (significant at 0.01 level). Correlations with individual How Are You? items were 0.29 with the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming myself’ and 0.23 with the item ‘I have made plans to end my life’ (both significant at 0.01 level). The correlation between these two self-report items was 0.56. Although not as high as might have been expected, the hypothesis was thus confirmed.

The Pearson correlation between the practitioner judgement of Risk to others and the self-reported risk to others score (HRUOTH) was far lower at 0.13 (significant at 0.05 level). Correlations with individual How Are You? items were 0.037 with the item ‘I have heard voices that frighten or upset me’ (non-significant) and 0.16 with the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ (significant at 0.05 level). Thus although there was a correlation between self-report and practitioner perception, the correlation was rather small.

The minimal correlation of the item relating to voices with judgement of risk to others suggests that it should probably not have been included in the analysis – its sole impact being to lower the correlation with the practitioner judgement. For this reason How Are You? was scanned for other candidate items of possible relevance, the most obvious one being ‘I have felt angry or irritable’. However, the correlation of this item was even lower at 0.063. A correlational analysis was then run on all How Are You? items but no single item had a correlation of >0.1. The further analyses reported upon below therefore only used the score on the single item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’.

**9.4 Analysis by reference group**

A further set of analyses divided the population according to reference group. It is known that the response on self-report questionnaires of service users belonging to the SMI and CMH reference groups differs even when severity and content of presenting problem are controlled for (Clifford 2003). It was therefore plausible that systematic response differences in reference group were resulting in lower correlations or a different pattern of findings than might otherwise have occurred.

When the above analyses were re-run for the SMI reference group, the Pearson correlation between the practitioner judgement of Suicide risk and the self-reported risk to self score (HRUSELF) increased from 0.29 to 0.39 (significant at 0.01 level).
Correlations with individual How Are You? items increased to 0.39 with the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming myself’ and 0.28 with the item ‘I have made plans to end my life’ (both significant at 0.01 level).

However, for the SMI reference group the correlation between the practitioner judgement of Risk to others and the single item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ decreased to 0.088 (non-significant). As a check, the correlation with the two-item self-reported risk to others score (HRUOTH) was also calculated at 0.049 (non-significant at 0.05 level).

When the above analyses were re-run for the CMH reference group, the correlation between the practitioner judgement of Suicide risk and the self-reported risk to self score (HRUSELF) decreased from 0.29 to 0.20 (significant at 0.05 level). Correlations with individual How Are You? items decreased to 0.19 for both items (both non-significant).

For the CMH reference group the correlation between the practitioner judgement of Risk to others and the single item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ increased from 0.16 to 0.27 (significant at 0.01 level).

Analysis by reference group therefore had an interesting effect: for the SMI group it increased the correlation on the Risk to self items but reduced it on the Risk to others items; and vice versa for the CMH group. The increased correlation of nearly 0.4 on the Risk to self items in the SMI group might be considered especially significant, particularly in the context of the overall low patterns of correlation and the general emphasis on Risk to others within this group.

**9.5 Agreement on the presence of risk within the ‘at risk’ group**

In order to bring the above findings further into focus, it was decided to concentrate on the ‘at risk’ group.

There were 32 service users who were judged by practitioners to present a significant risk to others or a risk of suicide – 21 men and 11 women. One male service user was judged to be at risk on both counts. Of these, 24 belonged to the SMI reference group and eight to the CMH reference group. Within this group the correlation between the self-report items relating to self-harm and the judgement of suicide risk was 0.51 (significant, p=0.004), up from 0.29 for the population as a whole. However, there was no correlation between the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ and judgement of risk to others, Pearson correlation=0.097 (p=0.62).

The above analysis defined the ‘at risk’ group as being those service users judged by practitioners to present a significant or greater risk. An alternative approach is to define a service user as ‘at risk’ if *either* the practitioner or the service user consider a risk to be present. Since service users were not asked this directly, a threshold for the presence or absence of risk on How Are You? was created, thus permitting examination of levels of categorical ‘agreement’ between service user and practitioner.

In total, 28 service users scored >3 on the HRU risk to self items and 13 service users were judged by practitioners to be at significant risk or greater of suicide. Of the latter, five scored greater than 3 on the HRU items. Thus, less than one in five of the service
users with a high self-reported risk to self were identified by practitioners as posing a significant risk or greater of suicide. If ‘agreement on the presence of suicide risk’ between practitioner and service user is defined as the presence of both a practitioner rating of significant risk or greater and service user score of greater than 3 on the relevant How Are You? items, then of the 36 service users who were above threshold on either by the practitioner or self-report measure there was agreement on only five – a percentage agreement of less than 15%.

In total, 16 service users scored >2 on the HRU risk to others items whilst 18 service users were judged to be at significant risk or greater to others. Of the latter, 14 scored 0 on the HRU risk to others item and a further two scored 1. Thus, only two of the 18 reported thoughts of harming others more than occasionally (both of these scored 4, indicating ‘most or all of the time’). Of the 16 service users who reported that they had thoughts of harming others often or most or all of the time, only two were identified as a risk to others by practitioners. If ‘agreement on the presence of risk to others’ between practitioner and service user is defined as a practitioner rating of significant risk or greater and a service user score of greater than 1 on the How Are You? item, then of the 32 service users who were above threshold on either measure there was joint agreement that risk was present in only two cases – a percentage agreement of about 6%. Even if the threshold for self-report is set at the highest level possible, including only service users who report thinking about harming others ‘most or all of the time’ there was agreement on only two out of nine service users – a percentage agreement of about 22%.

There thus appears to be a very low concordance between practitioner and service user perceptions of risk within the group of service users most at risk. Given that in routine practice, practitioner perceptions of risk are at least in part based upon service user self-report, this is a surprising finding and perhaps casts some light on the practical difficulty of identifying level of risk within the ‘at risk’ group.

9.6 Relationship between practitioner and service user perceptions amongst service users judged to be at risk of suicide

Correlations between practitioner judgements and self-report scores were explored amongst the group of service users judged to be at risk of suicide. Such analysis was somewhat tentative, given the very small number (13). The correlation between the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming myself’ and the practitioner judgement of risk of suicide was 0.35 (non-significant, p=0.24). However, the correlation between this item and the self-report item ‘I have made plans to end my life’ was 0.70 (significant, p=0.008), even higher than that found in the population as a whole. Thus, even in a group consistently self-reporting intense suicidal ideation the correlation with practitioner judgements of suicidality was low.

Paradoxically, however, within this sub-group the correlation between practitioner judgement of risk to others and self-report of thoughts of harming others was high, approaching significance (0.56, p=0.056).
9.7 Relationship between practitioner and service user perceptions amongst service users judged to be a risk to others

Correlations between practitioner judgements and self-report scores were also explored amongst the group of service users judged to be at risk to others. The correlation between the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ and the practitioner judgement of risk to others was 0.29 (non-significant, p=0.24). However, the correlation between this item and the practitioner judgement of suicide risk was 0.52 (significant, p=0.029). This suggests that self-report of thoughts of harming others may be a useful indicator of suicidality.9

Additionally, within this group the correlation between the self-report item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming myself’ and the practitioner judgement of suicide risk was 0.55 (significant, p=0.016). The level of statistical significance in relation to these two items is all the more striking given the small numbers of service users involved.

However, it was striking that within this sub-group the correlation between practitioner judgement of risk to self and the item ‘I have made plans to end my life’ was negative at -0.12 (non-significant).

It was also striking that the correlation between the two self-report items ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming myself’ and ‘I have made plans to end my life’ was very low within this sub-group (0.14, non-significant). Thus, although in the population as a whole the correlation between these two items was high (0.56), within the sub-group judged to be most at risk to others there was almost no correlation.

A final set of analyses examined correlations between self-report items and practitioner judgements in members of the SMI reference group judged to present a risk to others. This produced a number of striking findings. Within the SMI group (n=12) the correlation between practitioner judgement of risk to others and the self-report item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ was negative at -0.23 (p=0.50). However, the correlation between the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ and the item ‘I have heard voices that frighten or upset me’ was 0.70 (significant, p=0.01). Thus despite high levels of consistency in self-report there was no correlation with practitioner judgement.

Within the SMI group the correlation between the item ‘I have had thoughts about or felt like harming someone’ and practitioner judgement of suicide risk was a remarkable 0.69 (significant, p=0.013).

Also within the SMI group the correlation between practitioner judgement of risk to self and self-report of thoughts of self-harm was 0.68 (significant, p=0.01) but the correlation between practitioner judgement of suicide risk and the item ‘I have made plans to end my life’ was negative at -0.40 (non-significant).

---

9 In the population as a whole the self-report risk to others score also correlated more highly with the practitioner judgement of Suicide risk (0.20, significant at 0.01 level) than it did with the practitioner judgement of Risk to others.
These findings coupled with those of the previous section suggest that there is a complex set of relationships between judgements of risk to self and of risk to others, both within and across practitioners and service users. This issue was therefore explored further.

9.8 Relationship between judgements of risk to self and risk to others

In 7.6 (final section) it was observed that the correlation between practitioner judgements of risk to self and risk to others differed according to which sub-group of service users was being looked at. Whilst in general terms an increase in perceived suicide risk is moderately correlated with an increase in perceived risk of harm to others, within the group who were perceived to pose a significant risk to themselves or others, the two types of risk were strongly negatively correlated.

The present data enable us to see whether there is a similar change in correlation in service users’ perceptions. Specifically, the notion that risk of suicide decreases with increased risk of harm to others (and vice versa) appears to be disconfirmed by consideration of a similar table for the self-report items (Table 23, last column). Here it can be seen that the correlation between self-report of thoughts of self-harm and of thoughts of harming others is greatest in those judged to pose a risk.

Furthermore, whereas within the SMI group there was no correlation between practitioner judgement of risk to self and risk to others, there was a correlation of 0.46 on the self-report data. Correlations for the CMH group were similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Practitioner judgement of suicide risk and risk to others</th>
<th>Service user report of thoughts of harming others and of harming self</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All (n=331)</td>
<td>0.22 (p&lt;0.0001)</td>
<td>0.43*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All SMI (n=211)</td>
<td>0.054 (p=0.44)</td>
<td>0.38*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All CMH (n=104)</td>
<td>0.40 (p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.34*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All judged to be a risk (n=32)</td>
<td>-0.79 (p&lt;0.0001)</td>
<td>0.51*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All judged not to be a risk (n=298)</td>
<td>0.15 (p=0.009)</td>
<td>0.46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All judged to be a risk to others (n=20)</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.52*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All judged to be a risk to others (n=13)</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More generally, it can be seen that service users are fairly consistent in their reporting of risk to self and others in the sense that there is a consistent positive correlation between the two sets of ratings. This contrasts dramatically with the sub-group dependence of the same judgements on the part of practitioners.

There would therefore seem to be a conflict between a very strong judgements on the part of practitioners and what is actually reported by service users, especially in relation to the SMI population. This leaves an acute dilemma: either practitioners are labouring under a misconception when making judgements of risk or
the type of self-report data reported upon in this study should not be interpreted as an indicator of risk to self or others.

This dilemma is at its most acute in relation to service users judged to pose a risk to others. A possible explanation is therefore that practitioners faced with a service user apparently presenting a risk to others focus on that element at the expense of consideration of possible risk to self. More generally, it may be that practitioners focus on assessment of the most acute risk at the expense of consideration of collateral risk. Thus it is possible that a strong presentation of suicidality results in lack of adequate consideration of possible risk to others.

9.9 Relationship of subsequent incidents to self-report scores

Two hundred and forty-one service users completed the HRU questionnaire. Of these, 24 were involved in a subsequent incident. Of the latter, 12 (50%) scored >1 and nine (37%) scored 5 or more on the HRU risk score. The mean HRU risk score was 3.3. In the population who were not involved in a subsequent incident, 38% scored >1 on the HRU risk score and about 12% scored 5 or greater. Thus a score of 5 or greater on the self-report measure resulted in a trebling of likelihood of subsequent involvement in a serious incident. This is a comparable level of enhanced predictiveness to that observed in high practitioner judgements of risk (see S.8.4).

There were 23 service users who had BOTH a practitioner rating of greater than 1 on risk to self or others AND a HRU score of greater than 1 on one of the HRU risk variables. Of these, five were involved in a subsequent incident. This rate of occurrence of subsequent serious incidents of 22% was comparable to the rate of those service users scoring greater than 1 on the practitioner rating. Thus, inclusion of this relatively low self-report score in conjunction with the practitioner judgement did not increase predictiveness.

9.10 Discussion

The main findings may be summarised as follows:

1) Practitioners are consistent in their approach to judgements of risk (see Chapter 7).

2) Service users are consistent in their self-reporting of ideas of harm to self and others.

3) There is limited agreement between practitioner judgements and service user perceptions of risk to self or others.

4) There is a complex relationship between practitioner judgements of risk to self and risk to others; and between such judgements and the corresponding self-report items.

5) Practitioners’ and service users’ judgements of risk are equally predictive of subsequent involvement in serious incidents (even though they do not agree with each other).

Before reviewing these findings, it is important to consider methodological and practical issues which may have affected the data. First, it could be argued that the interpretation of the self-report ratings leaves something to be desired. How true is it that a service
user who reports thinking about harming themselves or others is correctly interpreted as reporting themselves to be a risk to self or to others? Or, how true is it that someone who reports no such thoughts is indicating that they do not consider themselves to be a risk? The data offers no answers to these questions. However, whilst it may be the case that alternative phrasing of self-report questions could better capture concepts of risk, it is hard to see why the interpretation proffered here should be far from the truth: if someone reports that they are consistently planning to end their life, it defies logic not to interpret this as an indicator of suicidality (and this interpretation is backed up by other research, e.g. using the Beck Depression Inventory). Secondly, it is plausible that some individuals with definite plans to harm themselves or others would not admit to such thoughts on a self-report questionnaire, whether through a wish to conceal the fact, lack of insight or other reasons. This would partly explain the low level of agreement between self-report and practitioners, especially in cases where the practitioner suspects the service user of posing a risk, based on past history and clinical experience, whilst the service user denies it. Thirdly, the nature of the judgements being made by practitioner and service user may be fundamentally different. As evidenced in the previous chapter, practitioners appear to take into account the past when assessing risk of future behaviour. It is less clear whether this is likely to be the case with a service user, especially when How Are You? specifically asks them to report on their current state as opposed to making a judgement that includes consideration of their past behaviour.

These are all important methodological, practical and conceptual issues that would warrant further exploration. However, they would if anything be expected to mask or distort relationships rather than produce highly specific and striking findings.

Turning then to the findings, the key finding is the lack of agreement between service user and practitioner perspectives, despite the high levels of internal consistency (in general terms) demonstrated by both. Comparing the results on the risk to others and suicide risk items, it is notable that the level of practitioner-service user agreement is higher in the case of suicide risk than that of risk to others. However, at 15% compared to 6% within the ‘at risk’ population, it remains very low. The explanation for this is unclear. One possibility is that only a certain proportion of service users are willing to admit to thoughts of harming themselves or others, but that if they do they do so consistently. Alternatively, it might be that practitioners only assign a high weighting to self-report if other factors are also present, for example a history of risk behaviour or observed current behaviour. Whatever the explanation, a central issue is what weight should be given to the service user and practitioner perspectives. The data can be viewed from both sides. Trusting to the accuracy of practitioner judgement – which as described in previous chapters does seem to correlate reasonably with the presence of factors known to affect risk – the findings could be said to cast some doubt on the value of using self-report measures, such as How Are You? for the detection of risk, since many service users scored low on the self-report ‘risk’ items whilst apparently presenting a risk when assessed by practitioners. The opposite could also be argued: the finding that significant numbers of service users score highly on the How Are You? risk items in the absence of practitioner judgement of risk suggests a need to use self-report tools to enhance practitioner detection.

Additionally, analysis of the self-report measure shows that a substantial proportion of service users considered by practitioners to be a risk will not report themselves as having thoughts of suicide or of harming others. It is clear therefore that it would be
unwise to rely solely on such measures for detection since this would result in a significant proportion of false negatives. The unknown in both cases is whether the service users so detected (or not) in fact present a risk. This is hard to ascertain in the absence of a longitudinal study that tracks what does in fact subsequently occur – and even this would be hard to justify on ethical grounds since it would require withholding the How Are You? information indicating risk from the practitioners in case their subsequent actions affected later outcome.\textsuperscript{10}

The How Are You? data confirmed the internal consistency of service user self-report. This applied to both the items on risk to self and risk to others considered separately, and the relationship between self-report of thoughts of harming others and of harming themselves. The latter was consistent at around 0.4 or higher in all sub-groups. It is therefore all the more disconcerting to find the correlation between practitioner judgements of risk to self and risk to others varying remarkably according to sub-group. As previously discussed (chapter 5) what appears to be occurring is that having identified a major risk, practitioners focus on that to the exclusion of other possible risks. If this is the case, then the self-report data would lend credence to the view that in so doing they are systematically underestimating these other risks.

This and other findings also further underscore the importance of reference groups in interpretation of risk data. Difference in reference group response was not along the lines that might have been expected. The SMI group was more consistent in self-report of risk to self than the CMH group and there was a higher correlation between reports of suicidal ideation and practitioner judgement of risk to self in the SMI reference group, despite the fact that in routine practice the latter are less likely to be given self-report questionnaires that include such items, such as the Beck Depression Inventory. Equally remarkable, within the SMI group there was a high level of consistency in self-report of risk to others but this correlated negatively with practitioner perceptions of risk to others.

Overall, then, the empirical findings suggest that we do not as yet fully understand either the relationship between practitioner assessment of risk and service user assessment of risk or the nature of practitioner judgements of risk. The best that can be said is that practitioner assessment appears to be reasonably in line with evidence-based practice, in that there is a reasonable correlation between practitioner ratings of level of risk and the presence of known risk factors. However, the extent to which this results in an accurate assessment of actual risk remains not only an unknown but is highly questionable. Similarly, service users are consistent in self-report but the extent to which such reports should be used by practitioners for risk management planning purposes is unclear.

These conclusions have several implications. First, there is an urgent need for a longitudinal study of risk which includes repeat measures from both practitioner and

\textsuperscript{10} An indication might be gleaned through examination of the characteristics of those service users scoring highly on How Are You? but not rated as a suicide risk by the practitioners. It might be predicted, for example, that there would be a higher proportion of new service users in this group – the absence of background information and previous occurrences of suicidal behaviour on the person might then provide an explanation as to why the practitioner ratings are low. In fact, however, this was disconfirmed: the proportion of ‘new’ service users, defined as those new to the service in the past year was about 12%, similar to the figure for the population as a whole.
service user perspective, and also includes accurate recording of subsequent incidents. Given the relatively modest numbers of individuals assessed as being a significant risk to themselves or others (31 of the 492 service users who received the Risk Profile and completed How Are You?), such a study is likely to have to draw upon a very large sample.

A second implication is that at this stage it is probably unwise to rely solely upon either practitioner-based assessment tools or self-report measures as methods of detecting risk. Both would appear to be useful supports to clinical practice. It would appear that self-report measures such as How Are You? detect many more individuals who have frequent thoughts of harming themselves or others than would ordinarily be detected by clinicians. Whether these service users actually pose a risk may be unknown, but it would seem to be unwise to discount such information if it is available. The results thus further illustrate the importance of including both practitioner and service user perspectives in any approach to assessment.

Finally, the results demonstrate the capacity of relatively simple routinely-collected data to throw up findings of scientific and clinical significance – findings which might never have come to light in a research context. As such they provide a compelling demonstration of the power of the infometric approach and the potential for using findings derived routinely from infometric tools to advance our understanding.
10 Elements of Effective Risk Management

This final section reviews the implications of the research and development described for the day-to-day management of risk. Whilst findings based upon such a modest sample can only be provisional, the data are highly suggestive in a number of areas.

10.1 The Risk Profile

The Risk Profile would appear to be a good candidate for routine use as a standardised method of recording risk factors, risk judgements and risk outcomes (such as changes in level of risk, subsequent involvement in serious incidents). The tool appears to have strong psychometric properties, leading to consistent judgements of risk. The scoring systems are internally consistent and compare favourably to other established instruments; and the tool is sensitive to change. If completed correctly, the tool provides some guarantee that relevant risk factors are adequately considered during the process of risk assessment; and of course the completed tool provides evidence of what risk factors were or were not identified; and of what judgements of risk were made based upon these and broader clinical considerations. Furthermore, the standard format enables easy communication of such judgements and the basis for them to other members of the team than those involved in the direct assessment.

Additionally, the structure of the tool lends itself to exploratory analysis of aggregated data. The clear separation of judgements regarding the presence or absence of risk factors from the actual judgements of perceived risk enables the relationship between the two to be investigated and modelled. Similarly, the recording of two types of ‘risk outcome’ – changes in perceived levels of risk and subsequent involvement in a serious incident – enables a modelling of the relationships between risk factors, risk judgements and subsequent outcomes, as well as the tracking of change risk status of individuals.

10.2 Investigating risk

The analysis produced a number of suggestive findings concerning the nature of judgements of risk and their accuracy, some of which have significant practical consequences. The first of these is that judgements of perceived risk would seem in fact to comprise two separate judgements:

(1) A judgement as to whether ‘risk’ is present to a significant degree.

(2) If the risk is judged to be present, a further judgement as to the seriousness and immediacy of that risk.

This distinction implies, for example, that it would be perfectly possible to develop an accurate model of indicating whether a risk is present or absent, without having any method of predicting the seriousness of that risk; or to put it more positively, it suggests that two models are required to ‘predict’ or ‘assign’ risk: one model to determine whether a service user presents a risk in a particular category; and another to indicate the seriousness of the risk. This is a departure from the approach to modelling in the risk literature, perhaps because it has primarily been concerned with groups of service users, such as forensic service users, who by definition are already known to present a risk.

Finally, within the ‘high risk’ group there was a surprisingly high negative correlation between practitioner judgements of risk to self and others in those with a high risk, even
though within the population as a whole the two types of risk were positively correlated. This underlines the need to distinguish between the two types of risk judgement and suggests that clinicians naturally focus on the most obviously apparent risk, perhaps at the expense of other risks. If correct, this has important training implications.

### 10.3 Prediction

This leads us to the complex issue of ‘prediction’. As previously observed, most clinicians will say it is impossible to predict risk behaviour – at the same time as asking whether the tool does so. Before considering whether it can or it can’t a more general question needs to be asked, which is whether ‘prediction’ is really the appropriate goal of a risk assessment tool – in any stronger sense than that a service user rated as ‘high risk’ is more likely to be involved in a serious incident than someone rated as low or no risk. A major finding was that although those assessed as high risk initially were more likely to be involved in a subsequent incident, the majority of service users who upon follow-up assessment had been involved in a serious incident had not been regarded as high risk in their initial assessment. It is possible that the perceived risk status of such service users did change before their follow-up assessment but that this simply had not been recorded on the form. In this sense, the nature of the study, which was such that risk status could not be updated as required, might well have led to an underestimate of the true predictiveness of perceived high risk status. Without further research it is difficult to know if this is true or not. Similarly, it is probable (one would hope) that preventive action was taken with service users perceived as high risk. Assuming that such action has some effectiveness, this would again result in an apparent underestimation of the predictiveness of initial judgements of risk. Whilst these are valid points, they don’t invalidate the basic finding that initial perceived risk status was at best moderately predictive; and in the absence of more recording of risk status, which may well be difficult to achieve, we are left with a situation where prediction at the individual level may well not be a realistic goal.

The potential benefits of a predictive model are further undermined by the reflection that, from a practical utility standpoint, a predictive model is only useful if it offers a level of certainty that adds to clinical decision-making. In many cases it is obvious that someone presents a risk (e.g. if someone has a repeated history of suicide attempts and is indicating they are likely to try again) and the presence of a predictive model that confirms this would not add much to clinical practice. If these cases are removed from the equation then predictive models become far less accurate.

Such considerations suggest that ‘prediction’ in the sense of predicting the likelihood of any specific individual becoming engaged in risk behaviour, may not be a sensible goal. However, it might well be that group prediction is a more practically beneficial goal. For example, if the average levels of risk across caseloads differ across two otherwise similar clinical teams it might well be sensible to deploy more staff to the team with the higher average risk level. The data on risk outcomes and risk replacement rates provides a glimpse (however provisional) of the naturally-occurring ‘life cycle’ of risk in mental health services – a cycle in which some risks reduce whilst new ones emerge. Based upon this life cycle and an estimate of the resources required to manage different levels of risk, it might be possible to more rationally allocate resources to manage both actual and emerging risks. This would depend both upon the ‘life cycle’ having a reasonable degree of consistency, and upon a better understanding of the life cycles of risk in
different settings or populations. Nevertheless, there are the beginnings here of a promising and powerful methodology, based upon the degree of predictability not of individual behaviour (which seems a poor candidate for prediction) but rather of population behaviour (which seems a better candidate).

10.4 Individual vs population-based risk strategies

A broader question is the appropriate balance between focusing risk management resources upon individual ‘high-risk’ service users and population-based risk management strategies. One in five individuals was perceived to present a significant risk to self or others. It would seem unlikely that resources would ever permit special measures to be taken with 20% of the clinical population.

Thus even on the assumption that initial identification of risk is accurate, practitioners are then faced with the further task of identifying which of those 20% are of greatest risk and can be apportioned greater resources to aid risk prevention. The complexity of such decisions in the absence of a standard tool is emphasised by the number of risk factors: those judged to present a significant or greater risk averaged about 17 risk factors. This must make it difficult for practitioners to distinguish (say) between someone with 13 risk factors who is not a significant risk and someone with 18 factors who is. A standard tool does not resolve the difficulty but it does least provide a balanced view and make both quantitative and qualitative differences in risk factors easier to observe.

The appropriateness of a population-based approach is also indicated by the need to distinguish between ‘reference groups’ when considering aggregated data: a model of risk management that may be reasonable for people with severe mental illness may be quite inappropriate to those with other types of mental health problems.

Finally, the need for a group-based perspective on risk is also highlighted by the poor correlations between clinician and service user perceptions of risk. Overall, there was a low correlation between service user and practitioner judgements of risk, but the two sets of data were equally predictive. This suggest that there are two distinct populations (at least), one for whom the Risk Profile is moderately predictive and another for whom service user self-report is moderately predictive. Whether it is possible to identify a priori who belongs to which group is a question that was not addressed, but one that would clearly be useful to explore further.

10.5 Conclusions

In developing the Risk Profile, the aim was not just to develop a ‘risk assessment tool’, but to develop a tool that will support day-to-day risk management. Whilst an assessment tool is an important first step in risk management, more important are the broader strategies that it can support and inform. This initial research suggests that as well as its acceptability in routine practice, Risk Profile data can generate practical insights that can feed into training, clinical decision-making and resource management. Going forward, there is the opportunity to collate much larger-scale data from electronic health records. This could provide the basis for external as well as internal comparisons and benchmarking, as well as informing more sensitive analysis in this complex area.
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